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Students State Views 
On page 8 in this week's paper are several let- 
ters by members of the student body. These 
express certain views on recent issues. One letter 
pertaining to certain recordings was omitted tills 
week because of the many letters about the bowl- 
representation question. This letter will be printed 
in the first issue after the Christmas holidays. 
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Polls Handle Large Number Of Voters Tuesday 
Shown in the picture above is a portion of the large groups of voters that went to the polls 
last Tuesday to decide the question of who should represent Clemson College in the forth- 
coming Bluebonnet Bowl at Houston. Students showed their preference of a coed repre- 
sentative through ballots cast during the day.    (Tiger photo by John Oakley.) 
Clemson Glee Club And Anderson Choir 
To Present 'Music For Christmas, 1959' 
The Clemson Glee Club and the 
Anderson College Choir will pre- 
sent "Music for Christmas, 1959" 
in the college chapel Tuesday 
evening Dec. 15 at 8 p.m. 
The hour   of   music,   designed.  Holly and the Ivy"— old English 
especially for the holiday #es50h 
will feature carols and songs from 
America, England, France and 
Germany. 
Sing Carols 
The audience will sing several 
familiar carols and Christmas 
songs, after which both groups 
will conclude the program singing 
"Winter Wonderland". 
The forty members of the Glee 
Club, under direction of Dr. Hugh 
McGarity, and 40 members of the 
Anderson Choir, directed by Mrs. 
Fred Poplin, will perform several 
selections together. 
The program, divided into 
three parts, consists of "Ye 
Watchers and Ye Holy Ones"— 
old German melody and "The 
carol 
The Anderson Choir will then 
sing "Silver Bells" and "Sleigh 
Ride", followed by the Ander- 
son Sextette's "List the Chrubic 
Host from the Holy City." 
Part two will consist of "0 
Come, O Come Emmanuel", 
"Christians, Hark!", an old 
French Melody, and "Shepherds, 
Awake!" Selections from Christ- 
mas carols in Norway and 
"Glouchestershire Wassail" — 
old English song will be present- 
ed by the Clemson Glee Club. 
The finale of "Music for Christ- 
mas, 1959" will be "Sing Gloria", 
"Peter, Go Ring Dem BeUs", spir- 
itual, "Radiant Stars" and "Win- 
ter Wonderland". 
Taps Office Sets 
Jan. 9 As Date For 
Mrs. Taps Entries 
Anyone who wishes to enter 
a wife of a Clemson student in 
the 1960 MRS. TAPS contest 
please do so by Jan. 9. A pic- 
ture accompanied by a brief re- 
sume about the contestant 
should be turned in to the Taps 
office  by the above  date. 
College Moves Units 
To Improve Campus 
The last of 34 prefabs was mov- 
ed Tuesday in a college program 
to improve the appearance of the 
campus and make way for con- 
struction. Most of the homes have 
Parking Group 
Clarifies Stand 
On Frosh Autos 
Clemson College Parking Com- 
mittee clarified its stand on allow- 
ing freshmen to bring cars onto 
the campus during dance week- 
ends as one of numerous topics 
considered during the Nov. 20 
meeting. Committee members felt 
they accomplished more during 
this meeting than any other. 
The regulation passed reads, 
"The only time a freshman can 
have a car on campus is for a 
special weekend designated by 
Dean of Students Affairs. The 72 
hour period starts at noon on Fri- 
day and ends at noon on Mon- 
day. 
"All   students   bringing cars 
up for the special weekend will 
report  to the   Physical   Plant 
and get a temporary sticker at 
no  charge.   These    cars   will 
park only in authorized areas. 
If the student lives in the dor- 
mitory he will park in the bar- 
racks parking lot." 
The   committee   also     recom- 
mended that the  parking lights 
that were promised as a part of 
the $2.00 parking fee be erected. 
Members  pointed  out,   however, 
that the parking lights were the 
direct aim of the fee. 
The committee requested that 
the stump be removed from the 
Senior Parking lot. The stump 
has already been removed. 
The decision that there would 
be no overnight parking on the 
quadrangle and that the quadran- 
gle will be closed with chains dur- 
ing week ends, except rainy dance 
weekends, was made by the com- 
mittee. 
On the topic of repairing the 
day student parking area behind 
the Textile Building, it was not- 
ed that it is only a temporary 
area and will be scraped over 
during the holidays. 
The committee also discussed 
the possibility of employing stu- 
dents to direct traffic during hours 
of congestion to free members of 
the police department for patrol 
duty. 
been located on a newly - con- 
structed street to the rear of the 
R. F. Poole Agricultural Center. 
A proposed road to improve 
transportation to and from the 
stadium required that 11 houses 
be moved. Another group of eight 
were moved to provide room for 
a parking lot and practice field. 
Both of these groups came from 
the pre-fab development to the 
west of the Field House. 
To improve the appearance of 
the agricultural center, 15 
homes were removed from the 
area between the center and the 
center of the campus. 
Married students occupied 29 of 
the 34 homes. Each was moved 
intact with the household furnish- 
ings. The project took six weeks 
to complete. 
Blankets were furnished to cov- 
er furniture and boxes provided 
to pack breakables, as china and 
glassware. 
The moving of each pre-fab in- 
volved the lifting of the structure 
from its foundation, the insertion 
of the trailer, the actual moving 
operation and the placement of 
the home on its new foundation. 
Office Warns Students Of 
Parking Violation Penalties 
Students are reminded by the 
Student Affairs Office that five 
traffic violations automatically re- 
sults in the suspension of vehicle 
registration and a subsequent re- 
moval of the vehicle from the 
campus for the remainder of the 
semester. 
Following the fourth violation, 
the student will receive a warn- 
ing letter that the next violation 
will result in the suspension 
of registration. Following the fifth 
violation,'a letter will be sent to 
the student informing him that he 
must remove his vehicle from the 
campus. 
Refusal to comply with any of 
these regulations will subject the 
student to possible suspension. 
Plan Elections 
To Fill Senior 
Council Post 
Student Body elections will be 
held Tuesday to elect one mem- 
ber of Senior Council to fill the 
position vacated by Buddy Put- 
man, a January graduate. 
Three students have turned in 
petitions and been declared elig- 
ible. They are: Donald Godwin, 
agricultural engineering major 
from Scranton, Pa.; J. H. Hill 
electrical engineering major from 
Laurens; and J. C. Knox, textile 
management major from Chester. 
Polls will be open from 8:30 
a.m. until 5:15 p.m. and again 
from 6:45 p.m. until 7:30 p.m. 
Voting will be done in the hall 
leading to the Post Office. 
As of Dec. 1, several students 
had received four tickets, five had 
received the fifth, and at least 
one may possibly be suspended 
for failure to comply with regula- 
tions concerning the removal of 
cars from campus. 
Large Voting Turnout Decides 
College Bowl Representative 
Nancy Bonnette Accepts Nomination 
'I'd Like To Thank Student Body' 
By LEE CLYBURN 
Tiger Special News Writer 
Nancy Bonnette accepted 
student body nomination Tuesday 
to represent Clemson in the Blue- 
bonnet Bowl held at Houston, 
Tex., Dec. 19, the election being, 
as expressed by campus election 
officials, one of the largest and 
most heated turnouts in the histo- 
ry of student body voting. 
Clemson by this action has sent 
its first coed to a bowl as a per- 
sonal representative. 
The contest was not as one-sid- 
ed as many thought, and voting 
returns showed that a coed rep- 
resentative won the election by 
822 to 779 — a mere 62 votes. 
I'm So Excited 
The 5'3", blue-eyed coed was 
interviewed by the Tiger at the 
Clemson House Tiger Tavern 
shortly after her selection, and 
her first statement was, "I'm so 
excited; I can't think of anything! 
I'll do my best to represent Clem- 
son College!" 
The sophomore architecture 
choice from North, S. C, went on 
to say, "From the bottom of my 
heart, I'd like to thank the stu- 
dent body for their support." 
Highly   controversial   election 
issues  resulted originally from 
action of the executive commit- 
tee,   most   of  whom   were   at- 
tending the annual student le- 
gislature meeting  in  Columbia 
last week. Somehow during last 
week's chain  of events,  Clem- 
son  forgot that a bowl repre- 
sentative must be chosen. 
Committee members explained 
that Bluebonnet officials notified 
Clemson Dec. 3 that a selection 
must be made by Dec. 6. Dean 
Walter Cox of the Student Affairs 
Office   telephoned  the   executive 
committee   soon   after  receiving 
word from the Bowl, but it was 
too late for a mass election by 
the student body. 
However, bowl officials arrang- 
ed for the selection to be delay- 
ed until as late as Dec. 8, and 
it was thereby possible to hold 
an election. 
Everyone had an opinion for 
a choice. At first the coeds se- 
lected three girls as candidates 
but later changed their argue- 
ment to any of their campus 
number. The remainder of the 
school split between the coeds 
and some person from off cam- 
pus. 
For three days the issue was 
debated from all angles including 
the dining hall, campus radio and 
private discussions. — the issue 
being voted upon last Tuesday. 
Ballots for the election were 
marked either in favor of or 
against coeds as representing the 
college, and also a choice for the 
individual preferred. 
Many Nominated 
Numerous coeds and others 
were nominated on the bottom of 
the ballots and since those in fa- 
vor of coeds had the majority, it 
became necessary to select a rep- 
resentative from one of the many 
named. 
The elections committee chose 
from the five coeds receiving the 
highest number of votes. Nancy 
won by a total of 141 votes, 39 
votes over the next choice Nancy 
Edwards, who had 102. Others in 
close running were Wilma Bon- 
******************* 
Represents Clemson At Bowl 
MISS NANCY BONNETTE 
ham,  54. votes;   Judy  DeLoach, 
46; and Barbara Dillard, 45. 
Frank   Sutherland,   chairman 
of the elections committee, and 
Booty Roberts, president of the 
student body, expressed extreme 
pleasure in the number of per- 
sons who turned out to the polls. 
Booty said that he wished stu- 
dents would take as much interest 
in every student body election as 
they had in this one. 
Frank said that he was elated 
with the general outcome of the 
election on such short notice to 
the student body. He also com- 
mended all members of his elec- 
tions committee for such hard 
work during the day. 
"We were quite busy all of the 
4 R0TC Cadets Participate In Flight 
Training; Receive Student Pilot Wings 
Student pilot wings were award- 
ed to Cadets Gene R. Redding, 
Henderson, N. C; Edgar H. 
Kleckley Jr.. Charleston; Edward 
B. Land, York; and Jessie R. 
Garrison. Calhoun Falls, by Col. 
E. C. Watson, Professor of Mili- 
tary Science and Tactics, early 
this week. 
These four Army ROTC stu- 
dent are   participating   in   the 
Army's flight training program 
which is designed to provide a 
flying background for students 
interested in Army aviation. 
The   students   will   receive   35 
hours of ground school instruction 
under Professor I. A. Trively and 
36 hours flying instruction from 
the Carolina Aero Service in An- 
derson. 
Flights  Include 
The in-flight fundamentals in- 
clude pre-solo, solo, and cross- 
country flying which may qualify 
the student for a CAA pilot's li- 
cense. 
Clemson offers no college cre- 
dit for the flying course but does 
indorse the Army's objectives in 
the program. The student parti- 
cipate during their free time as 
X 
'their schedules permit 
The students will complete the 
training in approximately four 
months and will then be awarded 
their pilot's wings. Graduates of 
the Flight Training Program are 
required to enter the Army for a 
three-year period during which 
further Army Aviation Training 
will be pursued. After completion 
of the Army training, student of- 
ficers are awarded a pilot's rat- 
ing and subsequent assignments 
in Army aviation units. 
English Department 
Gives Crediting Exam 
The English Department will of- 
fer a special validating exam in 
English 101 tomorrow from 2:00 
to 5:00 p. m. in Room 118 of the 
Chemistry Building. 
The examination is held for 
student who have exempted 
English 101 by reason of a high 
score on the entrance examin- 
ation and who wish to receive 
credit for the course by taking 
special validating examina- 
tions. 
The examination will be. partly 
objective and partly composition. 
It will cover grammar, spelling, 
punctuation, sentence structure, 
usage, diction, paragraphing, and 
organization. 
Students who are taking the ex- 
amination are reminded to bring 
their own materials; including 
pencil, pen, paper, ink, notebook 
paper, and a dictionary. 
Only student scoring an A or a 
B on this special validating ex- 
am will receive credit for the 
course. 
The English Department wishes 
to call special attention to the fact 
that this will be the last such 
validating examination to be giv- 
en to the students of advanced 
standing. Hereafter the student 
wishing to take credit for Eng- 
lish 101 by examination must do 
so prior to enrolling in English 
101. 
Legislature Elects Creel 
Governor At Columbia 
time," he said at 11  p.m. last 
Tuesday, "and right now I can 
hardly stand on my feet." 
Happy With Outcome 
In conclusion Sutherland said 
that he was "happy with the out- 
come and with the student body. 
They made a definite stand on 
the issue, and even though de- 
vided on the selection, it will bene- 
fit the college in time to come." 
Results of the race were tabu- 
lated by Booty Roberts and Frank 
Eskridge of the executive com- 
mittee, Luther Bigby and Mose 
MacFie of senior council, Buzzy 
Elliott and Hal Littleton of the 
elections committee and Dean 
Cox. 
All votes were counted twice 
and the candidate was notified 
before the announcement was 
made public. 
Other points brought out by 
(Continued on Page 3) 
By JOHN LONG 
Tiger News Writer 
Clemson dominated the third 
annual South Carolina Student 
Legislature in Columbia last week 
as delegates were elected to two 
of the five offices. 
Jim Creel of Clemson defeated 
Richard James of U.S.C. by a 
large margin to become the first 
governor of the Student Legisla- 
ture. A senior majoring in Indus- 
trial management, Jim was presi- 
dent of the Senate prior to h i s 
election. 
Filling the recently instituted 
position of Governor, Creel is 
responsible for conducting a stu- 
dent Legislature meeting in 
February to be held for one day 
to observe the general assembly 
in action. He also handles a 11 
public relations with state of- 
ficials. 
Powell Named Speaker 
Chosen speaker of the House 
was Ken Powell, electrical engi- 
neering major from Greenwood. 
As Speaker and member of the 
Interim Council he presides over 
all meetings of the House, plans 
for all sessions, and is instrumen- 
tal in appointing of the com- 
mittees. 
In other elections held before 
the legislature adjourned Satur- 
day, Bill Derrick of Wofford was 
elected speaker pro tempore of 
the House. 
Jim Hoagland of U.S.C. was 
elected president pro tempore of 
the upper body and Jim Stuckey 
of Wofford was elected president 
of the Senate. 
A resolution requesting one 
minute of silence for the U.S.C. 
football team was pushed 
through by Rich Invester 
and Buddy Putman of the 
Clemson delegates. It states as 
follows: 
"We, the Clemson delegation to 
the 1959 Student Legislature here- 
by resolve that the members of 
this joint session of the South 
Carolina Student Legislature ob- 
serve one minute of uninterrupted 
silence for the USC football team 
who suffered defeat at the Hands 
of Harvey White's Bengal Lan- 
cers and Shingler's Raiders at 
the last classical Big Thursday 
game. 
"We regret that the Gamecocks 
did not receive a post season 
Bowl engagement after their first 
three successful starts. 
"We regret that they fell to a 
N. C. eleven in their fourth game 
who had in turn fallen to a mighty 
Clemson eleven. 
"However, we do not feel that 
Coach Howard is solely respon- 
sible for USC not getting a post 
season Bowl Bid, just because 
he didn't have another bid to re- 
ject to offer them. Another rea- 
son we do not feel solely reson- 
sible for the USC not receiving 
a bowl bid is because of what 
North Carolina, Miami, Clemson, 
and of course Wake Forest con- 
tributed to thfeir situation." 
Pay Raise Approved 
A 25 per cent pay raise for 
teachers received unanimous ap- 
proval of the delegates as three 
bills were passed in the Legisla- 
ture. 
The bill provides that the addi- 
tional five per cent increase each 
year over a five-year period with 
the counties paying three per cent 
and state paying the remaining 
two per cent of the annual in- 
crease. 
an amended bill providing for a 
referendum on "blue laws" and 
a bill to hold a constitutional con- 
vention. 
Both houses rejected a bill to 
increase the state sales tax from 
three to four per cent. The House 
tabled a local option measure, kill- 
ing it for this session. 
Creel stated that the three day 
assembly was well represented 
not only by the Clemson delega- 
tion but also by the other col- 
leges of the state. 
Participating  in  the  Collegi- 
ate legislature were representa- 
tives from Clemson,  USC, Co- 
lumbia,   Converse,   Coker   Lan- 
der, Presbyterian, Coastal Caro- 
lina, Winthrop and Wofford. 
Approximately 80 students  at- 
tended the assembly which began 
Thursday evening with a banquet 
and ended Saturday noon. 
Jim   addressed   the   Columbia 
Elks Club Friday who provided 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Students Must Drop 
Classes By Dec. 17 
Withdrawal from college or a 
single subject without receiving 
grades in the courses must be 
completed by noon Thursday. Stu- 
dents may not withdraw from 
courses after this date. 
Prior to Dec. 17, a student 
will receive grades of with- 
drew passing or withdrew fail- 
ing depending on their academic 
standing at the time of with- 
drawal. 
Students dropped from a course 
for excessive absences will receive 
an automatic grade of F. 
Further information may be se- 
cured from the Student Affairs 
Office or from the Registrar's 
Office. 
The Student Legislature passed March  4,  1960. 
Universities Offer 
Fellowships For 
Graduate Study 
Any students interested in pub- 
lic affairs and public service ca- 
reers may apply for fellowships 
to study at three different univer- 
sities — the University of Ala- 
bama; the University of Ken- 
tucky; and the University of Ten- 
nessee. Application opportunities 
are open only to those students 
who will receive their B. A. in 
June 1960. 
.. Grants Worth $2200 
Fellowships grant $1,700 a year 
plus fees. Each fellowship ap- 
proximates $2,200 in total value. 
Beginning this June, fellows will 
serve three months with a public 
agency such as TVA or a depart- 
ment in a city or state govern- 
ment and in the 1960-61 school 
session will take graduate courses 
at one of the universities. 
Competion of the 12 month 
training period entitles fellows to 
a certificate in public administra- 
tion. A masters degree may be 
awarded upon completing a thesis 
and passing examinations. 
For eligibility requirements and 
other information, students should 
write the educational director. 
Southern Regional Training Pro- 
gram in Public Administration, 
University of Alabama, Drawer 
1, University, Alabama. The dead- 
line for submitting applications is 
Cadets Receive Student Pilot Wings From Watson 
Colonel E. C. Watson, PMS&T, awards student pilot wings to three cadets in Army ROTC 
They are (left to right) Cadet Gene R. Redding from Henderson, N. C.; Cadet Edgar H. Kleck- 
ley, Jr., from Charleston and Cadet Edward B. Land, IE major from York; Major H M Her- 
ron, FHght Training Officer, looks on. ^ 
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EDITORIALS 
Spirit Of Christmas Means More Than Gifts 
Just 12 more shopping days 'til Christ- 
mas! It's on our mind—is it on yours? 
Shopping means gifts. But let's serious- 
ly consider what a gift is. 
It is not an expression of wealth or a 
contast to see who can gve the most elab- 
orate gift. True gifts are given without 
the thought of what am I going to receive 
in return. In Acts 20:35 we find "It is 
more blessed to give, than to receive." 
If we would only remember this one 
thought at Christmas, perhaps we would 
gain through giving. An inexpensive 
gift with  sincerity written  on  it will 
mean more to the receiver and more to 
the giver. 
The spirit of giving at Christmas is 
wrapped up in sincerity. Let the spirit 
of good will, generosity and thankful- 
ness also be contained in the same pack- 
age that contains the physical gift. 
In this our last issue of The Tiger be- 
fore the Christmas Holidays we would 
like to extend to all a Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year in traditional 
fashion. Be merry, be careful on the 
highways and we will see everyone back 
here on Jan. 4, 1960. 
Revival Of Unity And Admittance Of Statements 
Made In Haste And Anger Necessary 
A crisis arose—it was met—an inter- 
mediate solution was found. This de- 
scribes the recent student body contro- 
versy and election. 
Regardless of what your opinion may 
have been, now is the time to renew 
friendships and revive the unity that 
exists between the different individual 
groups that make up the student body. 
During a hotly contested issue such as 
that which faced the students of Ciem- 
son earlier this week, we all have a ten- 
dency to say things that we actually do 
not mean. After such conditions, it takes 
a bigger and better man with high prin- 
ciples to admit a mistake. 
At this point we want to make one 
thing clear, this mistake was made on 
one side just as many times as it was 
made on the other. But let's remember 
that those with high ideals will be the 
ones who will forget others' mistakes, 
and make amends for theirs. 
Perhaps in the future such controver- 
sies may be avoided with one suggestion 
—that foresightedness and interest by the 
student body as a whole be shown in stu- 
dent government. 
During past elections approximately 
SO per cent of the student body turned 
out to express their opinion at the polls— 
even less actually considered and dis- 
cussed the merits and demerits of the 
question and/or nominees. 
In the recent election some 1,600 stu- 
dents turned out to cast their vote for one 
side or another—a 10 per cent increase 
over all other previous elections. This 
was a definite expression of increased 
interest in student government—but why 
over such an issue—why didn't they 
turn out before? 
(Many have been down on the Execu- 
tive Committee since the recent issue 
but have we ever stopped and considered 
that we elected the members? When 
they reached a decision, it was with full 
faith and credit that they were repre- 
senting the majority opinion of the stu- 
dent body. This is their function — to 
represent. 
However, it is not wrong for anyone 
to object to their decision—provided that 
they sincerely believe that this decision 
did not express the opinion of the major- 
ity that they represent. 
When this decision does represent the 
majority opinion it is our duty to uphold 
their decision. In a democratic type of 
government, we are given our chance to 
express our opinion at the polls—then we 
must abide by the decisions of our repre- 
sentatives. 
In conclusion we extend congratula- 
tions to Miss Nancy Bonnette, our Blue- 
bonnet Bowl representative — commend 
the student body for the interest shown 
in the recent election. Let's show the 
same interest when we are called upon 
to vote the next time. 
n  f\ r 
Neither Rain Nor Sleet Nor Snow... 
Talk Of The Town 
Certain Factors Resolve The 
Success Or Failure In Jobs 
WSBF Repeats Safe Driving Marathon 
Starting this Sunday at one in the af- 
ternoon Clemson's radio station WSBF 
will begin a 91 hour marathon. The pur- 
pose of this marathon is to promote safe 
driving during Christmas. The Christ- 
mas season is a time for rejoicing—not 
weeping; 
In this week's issue of The Tiger ap- 
pears a safety check list. Before you 
leave next week to go home, let's stop 
From The Charlotte Observer 
and consider the points on this list. Make 
a safety check on yourself. Don't take a 
chance on making this a one way trip. 
This is the second safe driving mara- 
thon that WSBF has sponsored — the 
first being last spring before the Easter 
Holidays. Thanks to those who will put 
their time and effort into this marathon. 
As we said before—LET'S MAKE THIS 
A TWO-WAY RIDE. 
Manhood's A Mess With Junior 
Junior came home from college, and 
everybody was on his good behavior ex- 
t cept, of course, Junior. He sneered at the 
homecoming cake, snarled over meeting 
r. the  new  neighbor's   daughter,   scoffed 
I  when Pop said the blessing. 
This is par for the course and nothing 
I to fret about, so Mama, ever since, has 
'  been fretting. 
In more or less motherly fashion, 
': Mama's been vexed with Junior since the 
\ time of his christening, when he bit the 
1 preacher. The preacher wasn't vexed at 
all. He was paid for presiding, with a 
i bonus for being bitten. Mama should 
•  fare so well. 
But Junior is grown now, by every- 
; body's measure save Mama's.   By her, 
he's ten years old.   It makes her thirty, 
which is reasonable, and supple, which 
is true, but the whole pretentious table 
is somewhat embarrassing to Junior, who 
uses one of those razors you can adjust 
to "heavy" and who sat through "A Sum- 
mer Place" with a bland indifference and 
a bag of popcorn. 
He came home from school without 
kisses'and left suddenly, in the middle of 
"Maverick," forgetting the turkey sand- 
wich that Mama had fixed for the road. 
It proves, undoubtedly, something, 
and we're willing to swear, with Mama, 
that the juvenile conscience is cold as a 
creditor's heart. 
Except that—we had to eat the left- 
over sandwich. And we've come to fig- 
ure that Junior is a fairly hep sort of guy. 
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By KENNETH EATON 
The success or failure of a 
person in his occupation de- 
pends upon certain factors: 
his willingness to work, his 
previous training for the job, 
his making use of every avail- 
able opportunity, and the ac- 
tual pleasure that he gets out 
of his job. 
The occu- 
pation of most 
people at 
Ciemson is 
that of a stu- 
dent. Being a 
success or fail- 
ure as a stu- 
dent depends 
on how well 
he keeps up 
with his as- 
signments day by day, his 
regularity in class attendance, 
his thirst for knowledge, and 
his desire to get ahead. 
The way a student spends 
his time after class makes a. 
difference in his work during 
class. If he is attending class 
to get by with the least effort 
possible, he spends more time 
on other things and hurriedly 
studies his lessons. 
How many times have pro- 
fessors been told when asking 
for homework or some other 
outside assignment,  "I didn't 
have the time to do it". 
An obvious reason for this is 
that the students are not using 
their available time properly. 
The majority of students are 
in class only about 5 or 6 hours 
per day. The time is available 
to the students, but the stu- 
dents do not use it to their 
best advantage. 
If a student is striving for 
good grades only, he will pre- 
pare his lessons well for one 
day and forget them. The 
student who is attending col- 
lege for the purpose of acquir- 
ing knowledge will "plug 
along" and study day by day. 
When a student studies day 
by day, there is no need for 
"cramming" the night before 
a quiz. "Cramming is not a 
method of studying, but mere- 
ly a memorization of facts. 
The student who makes an 
honest effort to use his time 
well will find that his efforts 
will pay off in new pleasures 
and fulfilments. 
On the other hand, "putter- 
offers" will find themselves 
left behind in school and life. 
With many parallel reports 
and term papers due before the 
end of the semester, now is a 
good time to start doing 
things ahead of time. 
When we put off something 
that needs doing, such as 
learning that lesson we do not 
quite understand, or writing 
that term paper, it does not 
make much difference for one 
day. We get along just as well 
without it, or almost. So we 
drift along for a day or two, 
letting football games, club 
meetings, movies, or some 
other type of extra curricular 
activity crowd out the work 
which we should be doing. 
Then, all at once, it is too 
late. The class has gone too 
far for us to catch up, or we 
do not have the time to read 
the book or write the term 
paper. 
Extra-curricular activities 
at Ciemson are many and 
varied in interest. In many 
instances the amount of time 
spent on these activities ac- 
tually exceeds that spent on 
studying. 
unable to choose among the 
many student organizations, 
some students attempt to join 
them all. The wise student in- 
ventories his interest and tal- 
ents; then, chooses his activi- 
ties accordingly. 
Let's not wait to stop putting 
things off. Procastination is 
one of the worst faults of all 
people, students included. 
Analytical Approach 
Houston Promises Price Hikes 
Will Not Occur During WeeKend 
By BUCK DEATON 
It is universally accepted as 
common knowledge that when 
any one particular city is grac- 
ed with the presence of a 
large political convention, 
sport event, or major festivity 
of one sort or another, that 
expenses in this same city al- 
most invariably take a sudden 
leap upwards. 
Prices on cabs, meals, mo- 
tels and hotels, and entertain- 
ment appear to be necessary 
items on the "expense-hike" 
list, with food and lodging 
commanding the lead. 
What cities of this type do 
not completely anticipate is 
the fact that 
many people, 
who would 
normally fol- 
low the team 
of their choice 
to a post sea- 
son  bowl,   ap- 
&<**» It Jll foresight and 
come up with the conclusion 
that, since prices will most 
probably be raised, perhaps 
the old budget cannot stand 
such a blow. 
Once a city of this type has 
you within its clutches, it 
is hesitant to allow even one 
dollar to leave its limits with- 
out a forced "free shot" at 
the helpless bill. What does 
this mean? 
It  means  that in  cities .of 
this type one must not only 
pay a ridiculous sum for a 
place to sleep, but he is also 
required to take the room for a 
minimum number of days and 
eat all meals in the restaurant 
associated with the lodging 
facilities. Sounds like dicta- 
torial policies, does it not? 
Stipulations such as these are 
unwise policies, for they scare 
off some spectators. A wise 
city caters towards reasonable 
prices, and in so doing, she at- 
tracts more visitors in the 
long run to balance any mone- 
tary loss suffered by leaving 
prices at status quo. 
From all reports received 
from Houston, this city is a 
wise city, for she has reported 
that there will be no price 
hikes during the period that 
spectators will be in Houston 
for the Bluebonnet Bowl. If 
Houston remains true to her 
promise, she should certainly 
be commended as a "good 
sport" city. 
With these ideas in view, the 
trip to Houston should be within 
many students' grasp. Let's 
hope many students follow and 
support the Tigers. Friendly 
faces will be welcome sights to 
members of the football team. 
Good  luck,  Bengals. 
Watch Headlines 
Check the newspaper head- 
lines   after   these   Christmas 
holidays at Ciemson. If the 
precedent set by the past 
holds true, you will find at 
least one Ciemson student's 
name on a fatality list. That 
name may be yours! 
This is a horrible thought, is 
it not? But is could happen to 
any one particular student at 
Ciemson unless we all observe 
the laws of the highway, and at 
the same time, exhibit a great 
deal fo courtesy while behind 
the wheel. 
I imagine many students here 
at school share the same feel- 
ing of wishing to get home as 
soon as possible; however, ex- 
cessive speed on the road de- 
nies them the opportunity of 
doing the very thing they 
were rushing for. 
It is very peculiar to note that 
a characteristic such as pa- 
tience can, and does very of- 
ten, save lives. To me, patience 
seems a small price to pay for 
a life-that is, if you value 
yours at all. 
As this columnist sees the 
situation, there is no reason 
why every student at Ciemson 
can not go to and return from 
their destination without in- 
curring a traffic accident. Let 
us make this a fact, not mere- 
ly an opinion. One fact is cer- 
tain-it would be healthier for 
everyone Involved. 
t 
Let's Talk lr Over 
Column In Duke Chronicle 
Mis-Uses Editorial Freedom 
By BOB CLARK 
Tiger Associate Editor 
"We do insist that intellectual activity cannot be 
separated from individual morality.   While responsi- 
bility seems often to students to be the less attractive  I 
partner of freedom, it is nevertheless fundamental." 
These words by Dr. Hollis Edens, President of 
Duke University, accompanied a press release this past 
week regarding an article which appeared in a recent 
issue of the Duke Chronicle. 
Duke University officials suspended 
publication of their student newspaper 
for publishing a parody of the Virgin 
Birth which, according to the Associated 
Press, "turned editorial 'freedom into 
license'." 
Also, according to news releases, Dr. 
Edens said the column mingled "the 
accutely obscene with the offensively sacrilegious." 
This article, which was received with general "con- 
demnation by the student body and university person- 
nel," is just an example of the liberality which some 
persons have come to associate with the Christmas 
season. 
The Christmas season is sacred and should be re- 
vered as such even to those persons who have no reli- 
gious affiliations or beliefs. The Yuletide season is 
again with us, with its many facets. 
Christmas cards, gifts, joyous celebrations, re- 
unions, parades, the singing of carols, etc., are the 
order of the day. Amid the hurry-scurry of the busy 
holiday season, one hardly has time to celebrate Christ- 
mas in its true spirit. 
The spirit of Christmas is as real as life itself. It 
is life. It was the beginning of a life so dedicated that 
now nearly two-thousand years later, we commemorate 
the birth of one worshipped by many religions. 
Regardless of one's religious beliefs or beliefs con- 
cerning the authenticity of the Virgin Birth and all its 
aspects, the actual meaning of Christmas, as it has now 
become, is nothing less than sacred to millions of 
people. 
An example of the degradation above mentioned is 
the extant "Xmas" which is substituted for the word 
"Christmas". Fortunately, this is not as prevalent as 
it was several years ago; nevertheless, any belittling of 
the season by such base substitution is too much. 
Through the years the commercial aspect of this 
holiday season has become more and more emphasized, 
and the spiritual aspect more and more shadowed by 
the exchange of presents, the feasting of fine foods, the 
shooting of fireworks, and all other like manners of 
celebration. 
What kind of Christmas holiday do you anticipate? 
A time of rushing here and there "picking" up last- 
minute items, or do you look forward to the numerous 
parties, celebrations, and other events which you have 
come to correlate with the holiday season? 
Should we actually look forward to anything other 
than an opportunity to worship in our own way and 
give thanks that this country of ours has not become 
the victim of extreme socialistic doctrines, dictated by 
the whims of a few power-loving monarchs? 
This writer would like to see just one Christmas 
completely devoid of the characteristic, as we have 
come to call it, Christmas rush. This would preclude 
all revelries which would treat Christmas in any man- 
ner sacrilegiously or the publication of any such ar- 
ticles as was witnessed in the Duke Chronicle. 
Editorial freedom is good as long as it does not take 
adverse advantage of situations which should not be 
treated in such a manner. 
Using obscene writing in connection with any story 
so sacred to millions is as inherently bad taste as an 
agnostic attacking the religious doctrines revered by 
millions of people. 
Such editorial freedom is not to be condoned, and 
this writer is in full agreement with the actions taken 
by the Duke University authorities. 
Speaking of liberalities in the writing of a student 
newspaper, the newspaper has the prerogative to assert 
itself in all manners pertinent to the school, AS LONG 
AS IT IS FOR THE WELFARE OF THE MAJORITY 
OF THE STUDENT BODY. 
The preceding .statement has sometimes been vio- 
lated by student newspapers in their zeal to do what 
they THINK is best for the school; however, this writer 
feels most earnestly that a newspaper should express 
in the most proper way possible the student body's 
opinions in all manners (as long as this opinion is 
available). 
Extends Congratulations To Tigers 
This is the last issue of The Tiger before Christ- 
mas holidays, and this is the last chance that this 
writer will have to extend publicly his congratulations 
to our fine football team for their splendid perform- 
ance this year. * 
To the team representing Ciemson, the state of 
South Carolina, and the Atlantic Coast Conference 
down in Houston next week, we wish you the.best of 
luck. Come back with a victory, fellows, and/or a per- 
formance that will make the school and all its consti- ' 
tuents proud of you. 
To all Ciemson supporters following the team down 
to Texas, we urge extreme caution over the busy high- 
ways to and from the game. 
May we also take this opportunity to wish all 
Ciemson students the finest of holidays and a Merry 
Christmas. 
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Disc-Din 
is 
Abundance Of Christmas Albums 
Shows Commercial Record Bins 
Py HERBERT ROWLAND 
Tiger Feature Writer 
As threatened last week, 
Christmas records will be the sub- 
ject of this week's column. Until 
attempting to write on the subject 
of Holiday music, I never realiz- 
ed how many albums of this type 
music were on the market. This 
amount is tremendous, so for this 
reason only the newest and best 
(or worse) will be covered herein. 
Beginning on a classical note, 
the finest version of Handel's 
Messiah is the recent recording 
by the Mormon Tabernacle Choir 
and Philadelphia Orchestra, with 
soloists Eileen Farrell and Will- 
iam Warfield  (Columbia). 
This should turn out to be the 
standard by which all other re- 
leases of this work will be judged. 
Eugene Ormandy is conductor for 
for the performance which 
is extremely stirring, especially 
the   "Halleujah  Chorus". 
Lanza Sings   Christmas   Carols 
(RCA Victor). This album of fa- 
vorite carols, including "Silent 
Night" and "Hark! The Herald 
Angels Sing", is one of the last 
tenor Lanza made before his 
death, and without a doubt, one 
of the best. There is nothing fan- 
cy about how he sings these car- 
ols, but rarely have they sounded 
better than in this stereo record- 
ing. 
For those who like their Christ- 
mas in a mellow mood, Merry 
Christinas by Jackie Gleason 
(Capitol) should be pleasing. "The 
Christmas Song" and "I've Got 
My Love to Keep Me Warm", 
are two of twelve lush arrange- 
ments (perfect for Christmas by 
the fireside) the Keith Textor 
Singers plus electric celeste, serve 
up in this sentimental, but beauti- 
ful, album. Notice especially the 
treatment of "Jingle Bells"; quite 
different from ordinary, to say 
the least. 
No group of Christmas records 
would be complete without Man- 
tovani's Christmas Carols (Lon- 
don). This album is probably the 
most popular of its type ever re- 
leased. Most record collections al- 
ready contain a copy, but for 
those that don't there is a new 
version available in stereo. It 
features the same great interpre- 
tations that convey the true Spirit 
of Christmas, but in a fresh, new 
recording. 
Not wishing to exclude the most 
popular singer of the day from 
this listing, Merry Christmas by 
Johnny Mathis (Columbia) must 
be included. Johnny captures the 
mood of each selection in his own 
inimitable fashion, producing a 
most enjoyable album. 
Actually, this disc can be en- 
joyed throughout the winter 
months, not just at Christmas. 
"Winter Wonderland" and "Sleigh 
Ride", are just two of several 
perennial favorites included. 
Stereo or monaural, this is one of 
the best "popular" Christmas al- 
bums. 
Naturally, this season of the 
year attracts many singers who 
contribute   nothing   other   than 
just a flash-in-the-pan single to 
the   Christmas   Music   Parade. 
Before hitting a couple of the 
most  gruesome  such   records, 
there is one contemporary re- 
lease that seems headed for the 
top of the charts. 
This    disc    is The    Happiest 
Christmas Tree by Nat King Cole 
(Capitol).    The reason    this one 
succeeds where most others fail, 
is that it simply   adds   a   little 
cheer to the season, with the aid 
of an excellent vocalist, instead of 
trying to be pseudo - religious or 
"cute". 
In brief, the worst records of 
this year's Christmas group are 
Little Drummer Boy (Johnny 
Cash; Columbia), They Shined Up 
Rudolph's Nose (Johnny Horton; 
Columbia) and on the album 
scene We Wish You A Merry 
Christmas (Warner Bros.). All 
three have one thing in common, 
if the featured stars can sing, 
they missed their calling when 
they tried anything to do with 
Christmas. 
Neither Cash nor Horton sound 
like singers who sell "big" rec- 
ords on their respective releases. 
Both scored misses on song se- 
lection to start with. Cash falls 
flat in his attempt to be a carol- 
singer, rock 'n roll style, and the 
result is actually sacrilegious. 
As for Horton, his attempt at 
trying to dress up a hit of the 
past is miserable. He'll need to 
MARTY AND HAROLD By Warnie 
AND I \AMNT A DETAH-LO 
DISCRlPTlOrO OF ALL THE 
SCULPTURE ON   DISPLAY. 
flE^T  ®&Y 
MABTY..WITH ALLTHt 
TiME  YOU ^PE^T IN THE 
DISPLAY ROOM.X   DON'T 
SEE   How   YOU RHCEWED 
A FAI LING,    P ftPER !'. 
GUESS ran WE 
TO REPEAT THE 
COURSE  
shine up more than Rudolph's 
nose if he expects this one to 
go anywhere. Both records are 
a waste of time and money. 
That album mentioned earlier 
features many of TV's favorite 
cowboys and detectives singing 
Christmas songs. This is an ex- 
tremely novel release, but of very 
little musical value. Just picture 
(if possible) Clint (Cheyenne) 
Walker singing "Silver Bells," 
and Efrem (77 Sunset Strip) Zim- 
balist Jr. singing "Adeste Fi- 
deles", and there you have what 
the album is like. Shocking, isn't 
it! 
Ed ("Kookie") Byrnes recites 
an amusing poem "Yulesville" to 
a cool jazz beat to round out the 
contents of a really ridiculous al- 
bum. All's not lost though, since 
I can use the title of the disc to 
say, we wish you a merry Christ- 
mas! 
VETERAN'S CLUB PLANS 
HOLD ANNUAL PARTY 
Clemson College Veteran's Club 
will hold their annual Christmas 
party for the children of all stu- 
dents. The party will be held in 
the YMCA, Sunday afternoon Dec. 
13, from 3 to 5 p. m. 
Everyone is cordially invited to 
bring their children. Please bring 
a small gift for your child and 
have each child's name on his 
gift. Santa will give each child 
the gift that was brought for him. 
There will be a Christmas tree, 
Santa  and refreshments. 
If anyone would like to bring 
an additional small gift, it will 
be collected and sent to an or- 
phanage or to other children that 
may need help for Christmas, ac- 
cording to Don Jones, president 
of Veteran's Club. 
Ed Maddox Says Rules Exist For Students' Best Interest 
By FRED BISHOP 
Tiger Feature Writer 
"Clemson has good spirit in 
sports activities, which also car- 
ries over to the social element, 
but our social life is not as good 
as it could be. Women's dormi- 
tories coupled with an increase 
in coeds on our campus would 
•   *•***•** 
do more for social maturity than 
fraternities," stated Ed Maddox. 
Ed is a Chemistry major 
from Spartanburg and is a 
member of Scabbard and 
Blade and Tiger Brotherhood. 
He is also a Senior Council at- 
torney, a member of Who's 
Who in American Colleges and 
Campus Character 
Universities, a Distinguished 
Military Student, and a Lt. 
Colonel in the Army ROTC. 
As vice-president of the Coun- 
cil of Hall Counselors, you are 
concerned with dormitory life. 
What do you think of our pres- 
ent system? 
Not Ready For Frats 
"The dormitory life we now 
live under is accomplishing its 
purpose as well as can be ex- 
pected. I don't believe Clemson 
is ready for fraternity life. 
What do you think of the 
rules that are placed upon stu- 
dents here at Clemson as far as 
dormitory life is concerned? 
"Some rules are unpopular, 
but they were introduced and 
exist for the best interest of the 
student body as a whole. The 
administration here at Clem- 
son is very lenient in its demands 
of the individual rights of the 
student." 
Does it not seem that these 
rules would promote immaturity 
in the student when college 
should be attempting to develop 
maturity not only scholastically, 
but socially and spiritually. Af- 
ter all, is this not the purpose of 
education. 
"Certainly, regimentation by 
rules tends to retard the ma- 
turation of the students, but' 
we can not expect the fresh- 
man who is accustomed to 
living with certain accepted 
standards in his family to ac- 
cept full responsibility at the 
onset of his college career." 
"I believe that seniors, sopho- 
mores and juniors should be giv- 
en unlimited class cuts. In this 
way we will at least make a be- 
ginning toward a solution of a 
problem that exists and must be 
considered." 
What do you thing of the re- 
lationship  between  the  student 
and the professor? 
"The situation which exists is 
fairly good. The greatest need 
for imporvement is on the lower 
levels. There should be under- 
standing of what a course should 
produce both on the part of the 
student and the professor in 
helping the student to under- 
stand this principle. This idea 
is particularly needed in the 
first and second years of a stu- 
dents college career." 
Ed is the son of Colonel and 
Mrs. E. R. Maddox. Ed's father 
is PMS & T of the Army ROTC 
at Wofford College. Ed has one 
brother, John, who is sixteen 
and attends school in Spartan- 
burg County. 
After graduation, Ed plans to 
go into the regular Army.' 
Visit 
Martha Barnes Gift Shop 
IN THE CLEMSON HOUSE 
Christmas Gifts For Everyone! 
r 
A Campus-to-Career Case History 
GO GREYHOUND 
(for out-of-tn/s-wor/d savings/) 
No, there's no Greyhound 
Scenicruiser® Service to 
outer space—yet. But if 
you're rocketing home for 
the holidays, there's no 
better way to go! It costs 
less than driving your own 
jalopy, too. With this exclu- 
sive Greyhound Service, 
you get more—pay less. 
Getinorbit...goGreyhound. 
COMPARE THESE LOW, 
LOW FARES 
Columbia _. 
Charlotte . 
Greenville 
Atlanta   
_ $4.45* 
_    4.3F 
_    l.OC 
•plus tax 
BAGGAGE PROBLEMS? You can take more with you on a 
Greyhound. Or, send your belongings by Greyhound Package 
Express. They arrive in hours and cost you less! 
It's such t comfort to takt the bus... andleave the driving to us! 
DuBOSE 
Drug Store 
CLEMSON,  S.  C. 
Ken Murphy meets with Revenue 'Accounting people to discuss a new statistical formula.   This 
will be used to proportion the billing time spent on interstate and intrastate Long Distance calls. 
He's making math and telephones 
add up to a fine business career 
During his senior year in college, math 
major Kendall T. Murphy had job inter- 
views with several firms, but none of 
them appealed to him. "I wasn't inter- 
ested in doing pure mathematics," he 
says. "I wanted to apply math and statis- 
tics to everyday business problems and 
have management responsibilities, too." 
At a professor's suggestion, Ken talked 
with a Bell System representative and 
was "surprised to learn how many practi- 
cal applications statistics had in tele- 
phone company operations." The thor- 
ough and varied training program and 
opportunities to advance as a member of 
management also impressed him. 
Ken joined the Pacific Telephone and 
Telegraph Company at Sacramento, Cali- 
fornia, in June, 1956. Two years of ro- 
tational training familiarized him with 
company equipment, services and com- 
mercial procedures. Then he was as- 
signed to the Chief Statistician's Office 
in San Francisco. 
Today, as a Staff Statistician, Ken is 
applying his math background to a vari- 
ety of statistical studies dealing with: 
rates and revenue, inventory and obso- 
lescence of equipment, customer opinion, 
personnel administration, quality control 
and auditing. 
"This is a big, fast-growing business," 
says Ken, "and I feel I'm helping it oper- 
ate more efficiently every day. .That's a 
mighty satisfying way to put my college 
education to work." 
Ken Murphy got his B.A. in Mathematics from the University of 
California's Santa Barbara College in 1956. He's one of many 
young men building interesting careers in the Bell Telephone 
Companies. There could be one for you, too. Be sure to talk 
it over with the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus. 
BELL 
TELEPHONE 
COMPANIES 
NANCY 
(Continued from Page J) 
the election included the small 
number of votes thrown out be- 
cause they could not be read, 
and the few votes cast as prac- 
tical   jokes.   Only   three   votes 
were not legible. They were de- 
stroyed as undeterminable, but 
this proved the seriousness of 
those voting,  according to the 
executive committee. 
The newly elected    representa- 
tive will journey to Houston where 
she will participate in various pa- 
rades   and  dinners,  and  she  is 
looking forward to the trip with 
anticipation. 
During the interview with the 
Tiger she never stopped trying to 
thank the school for selecting a 
coed — not especially her. 
Nancy quoted in behalf of the 
Clemson coeds, "All the girls in 
this school appreciate the support 
of the school." 
Then she added, "I'm so very 
happy! I can't sit still!" 
CHRISTMAS SEALS SALE 
BEGINS BY BROTHERHOOD 
Tiger Brotherhood is sponsoring 
the sale of Christmas seals on the 
campus. The sale will continue 
until the Christmas Holidays be- 
gin. 
The Brotherhood askes the Stu- 
dent Body to give as freely as 
possible. Although not as common 
today as it has been, tuberculosis 
remains one of the most dreaded 
diseases. 
"Fight Tuberculosis with Christ- 
mas Seals." 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
AND A 
HAPPY NEW YEAR 
from 
L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO. 
Candy -- Sodas ~ Pennants 
 •  
Make Our Store Your 
Headquarters 
Serving Clemson and Clemson 
College Students Since 
1908 
L C MARTIN DRUG CO. 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
All filter cigarettes are divided 
into two parts, and... 
"Wens, Widi, Winston!" Thus did Caesar 
(a notoriously poor speller) hail the discovery 
of Filter-Blend—light, mild tobaccos specially 
selected and specially processed for filter smoking. 
He knew that a pure white filter 
alone is not enough. To be a com- 
plete filter cigarette, it must have 
Filter-Blend up front. And only 
Winston's got it! 
That's why Caesar would never 
accept another brand even when it 
was offered gratis. In fact, history 
tells us he'd glower at the extended 
pack and sneer, "Et tu, Brute?" 
In a stirring peroration to his 
legions, Caesar put it this way: 
"For the Numeral I filter ciga- 
rette—for the best-tasting filter 
cigarette—for the noblest filter 
cigarette of all—smoke Winston!" 
"Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!" 
PP   to bachelors, If you're lucky enough to find a gal who'll 
**»»   lfppn vnii in Winsstrma   ("'.apsm-' keep you i  instons, Caesar! 
R.J.REYHOLDS TOBACCO CO_W1H5TON-3ALEH.H.C ! 
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Lancers And Raiders Ready For Bowl Clash 
**************** * * ********* 
Bengal Lancers 
Players Give Views On Bowl Game With TCU 
By ED FOX 
Tiger Sports Writer 
It is a common belief among 
the Clemson football players 
that the Tigers will emerge vic- 
torious in the encounter with 
T. C. U. on Dec. 19 in the Blue- 
bonnet Bowl game. This will be 
due partly to our depth and 
Clemson's usual fine support. 
We have had a good sea- 
son, states Bill Mathis, and 
would like to top it off with a 
win over T.C.U. in the Blue- 
Record Breaking 
Crowd Expected 
For Pep Rally 
A pep rally for the Bluebonnet 
Bowl will be held at The Clem- 
son Theater Tuesday night, De- 
cember 15, from 9 p.m. until 10 
p.m.   There  will  be  a  drawing 
held for a free round trip ticket 
to Houston via Pullman plus a 
free ticket to the Bowl game. 
Radio station WANS in An- 
derson will carry a description 
of the pep rally live with Joe 
McLeskey,    sports    announcer 
for the station, acting as mas- 
ter of ceremonies. 
The theater will hold a double 
feature at the regular admission 
price, and the rally will be held 
between the two movies. 
Expected to be present are our 
cheerleaders, Coach Howard and 
Dean Cox with their sons Jimmy 
and Walter who were stars in 
the recent Shrine Bowl. In addi- 
tion, Dr. R. C. Edwards, Coach 
Jones and also Coach McFad- 
den are expected to attend. 
It is hoped by all involved in 
the planning of the rally that 
the new arrangement will equal 
or surpass the attendance of the 
record   breaking   Carolina   pep 
be the  last college game for 
some   of   us,   we   would   like 
very much to win." 
George Usry believes T. C. U. 
has a fine team and it will take 
a maximum team effort on the 
part of Clemson to win with the 
difference being in the playing 
of the line. 
After seeing films on T. C. 
U., Ed Bost believes that 
the difference in the bowl 
game will be Clemson's depth, 
because of the great differ- 
ence between the first and 
second units of T. C. U. Ed 
also points out that the play- 
ing of the tackles on both 
sides should be exceptional 
bonnet  game.  Since  this  will 
because   of   the   honors   that 
they hold. 
Tank Osborne says, "T. C. U. 
(Continued on Page 6) 
BILL'S BARBERSHOP 
Wishes you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year . . . and Thanks 
for your patronage! 
ALTON BURGESS   -   BILL WILBANKS - SHORTY LAY   -   PAT PATRICK 
For A 
Merry 
Christmas 
GIFT SUGGESTIONS: 
From Abbott's 
Sport Shirts, Slacks, 
Dress  Shirts, Sweaters, 
Pajamas, Robes, Ties, 
Jewelery 
Gift Certificates 
— • — 
Gifts Wrapped Free! 
-ABBOtfS 
CLEMSON 
SHOP" 
SENECA 
/ VEHICLE VIRUS CHECK LIST 
rate your car and yourself on autodom's 10 most common viruses 
YES     NO 
□ 
□ □ 
a 
a 
D 
a 
a 
□ □ 
Compliments 
PETE'S NO. 5 
Intersection Shockley Ferry Road and 29 
By-Pass, Anderson, S. C. 
BE SOCIABLE---DRINK 
Terry Bottling Company 
Anderson     -:-     Greenwood 
Tnder Appointment From Pepsl-CoU. New York ■ w— 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□     □ 
BRAKES 
Stop car in at least 25 feet from 20 
m.p.h. 
AH four wheels take hold evenly. 
Take hold evenly hefore brake pedal 
is one inch from floor. 
Hand brake can hold car on any hill. 
Brake fluid is clean and at proper 
level. 
HEADLIGHTS 
Aimed for maximum light on road 
and minimum glare. 
Dimming switch and upper and low- 
er beams in good working order. 
Lenses clean and reflectors bright at 
all times. 
REAR LIGHTS AND SIGNALS 
□ □ Bulbs burn—controls work. 
□ □ Brakes operate stop light. 
□ □ Lenses clean, clear—free of cracks. 
□ □ Reflectors in good condition. 
TIRES 
□ □     Treads and sidewalls free from 
worn spots, cuts and breaks. 
□ □     Properly inflated. 
□ □     Even wear shows wheel alignment is 
OK and no tire rotation is necessary. 
REAR-VIEW MIRROR 
□ □     Clear, steady view of road behind. 
YES     NO 
□ □ 
□ □ □ □ 
STEERING AND 
WHEEL ALIGNMENT 
Play in steering wheel does not ex- 
ceed 1% to 3 inches. 
Wheel alignment OK. 
Bearings, kingpins, tie-rod ends and 
other steering gears in good condi- 
tion. 
□ 
□ □ 
□ □ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
D □ 
EXHAUST SYSTEM AND MUFFLER 
D 
□ 
D 
D □ 
□ 
□ 
Tight—no carbon monoxide seepage 
into car through holes or leaks. 
Quiet. 
Complete assembly as required by 
law. 
WINDSHIELD WIPERS 
Dependable—work when needed. 
Live flexible rubber blades which 
wipe clean. 
GLASS 
Free from cracks, discoloration, dirt 
that obscures vision. 
Free from cracks, discoloration, dirt 
that obscures vision. 
□     Free from unauthorized stickers. 
HORN 
□ Sounds off on cue. 
□ Loud enough to be heard 200 feet 
away—but not so liud that it's a 
nuisance. 
All "Yes"—-Makes you your car's best friend. 
One "No"—Get busy—one "no" is enough to cause 
a major accident. 
Presented as a public service by the TIGER AND RADIO STATION WSBF in cooperation 
with the National Safety Council. Don't forget to tune in Operation Save-A-Life, WSBF's 
91-hour marathon whose slogan this year is, 
"Home For The Holidays and Back" 
Game Of Champions 
Foreseen In Battle 
By W. C. ANDERSON 
Tiger Sportswriter 
A resounding clash is on the agenda for Saturday, 
December 19th. No doubt it will be heard all the way 
from Houston to Clemson with ear shattering effect. 
The tenth-ranked Clemson Tigers meet the seventh- 
ranked Horned Frogs of TCU in the Bluebonnet Bowl. 
The match will take place in 
familiar   territory   to   the   Tiger 
eleven — Rice Stadium, perhaps 
the finest and most beautiful in 
the Nation. This is the debut of 
the Bluebonnet to the list of the 
nation's major bowl games. 
Bluebonnet Background 
There is growing  interest   in 
the Bluebonnet   and   its   back- 
ground. A group of civic lead- 
ers decided that   the   city   of 
Houston   had   all   the   require- 
ments   necessary for   a   major 
bowl. They   gained   permission 
for the use of Rice Stadium and 
received permission to stage a 
bowl game under  approval  of 
the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association. 
The name "Bluebonnet" was 
chosen since the sturdy and beau- 
tiful bluebonnet is the official 
state flower of Texas. A goal of 
the founders is to see that vis- 
itors in Houston enjoy their stay. 
Houston's business institutions 
have, in line with this, pledged 
that there will be no advance in 
prices for their services. 
Even with their strong opti- 
mism, the zealous founders of the 
new bowl did not aspire to pre- 
sent an attraction that would fea- 
ture a matching of two teams 
ranked in the nation's "top ten". 
This was the coup de grace 
that was scored however, by the 
pairing of Texas Christian and 
Clemson in the first Bluebonnet 
Bowl. 
Game of Champions 
Thus far, the Houston post-sea- 
son grid classic promises a great 
deal to football fans. It matches 
two "top ten" teams against one 
another and pits two of the big- 
gest and toughest college lines in 
the country, featuring exceptional 
performers at the tackle posi- 
tions. 
In addition, the bowl will be 
a "game of champions." After 
winning outright the Southwest 
Conference title in 1958, the 
Horned Frogs leaped again to 
share the crown as a tri-cham- 
pion with Texas and Arkansas. 
Clemson has gathered the lau- 
rels of the Atlantic Coast Con- 
ference for a second straight 
year against similarly powerful 
opposition. 
Bowl Veteran Teams 
Bowl veteran teams will be rife 
in Houston, since TCU was host 
in the Cotton bowl last year as 
Clemson journeyed for some su- 
gar in New Orleans. This will be 
the 11th bowl contest for the 
Progs while Clemson has pre- 
viously played in the Orange and 
Gator Bowls. Syracuse will arrive 
in Houston on the 18th to begin 
training for their New Year's 
clash with the University of Tex- 
as at the Cotton Bowl. Three 
powerful teams in one place at 
th» same time! 
By playing on December 19th, 
the players and followers are 
able to enjoy all the benefits of 
the trip and still be able to en- 
joy the Christmas and New 
Year's holiday season at home. 
Students will miss virtually no 
(Continued on Page 7) 
On Campus with Max&ukan 
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf" "The Many 
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.) 
DECK THE HALLS 
When you think of Christmas gifts you naturally think of 
Marlboro cigarettes, leading seller in flip-top box in all fifty 
states—and if we annex Wales, in all fifty-one—and if we annex 
Lapland, in all fifty-two. (This talk about annexing Wales and 
Lapland is, incidentally, not just idle speculation. Great Britain 
wants to trade Wales to the United States for a desert. Great 
Britain needs a desert desperately on account of the tourist 
trade. Tourists are always coming up to the Prime Minister or 
the Lord Privy Seal, or the Thane of Glamis, or like that and 
saying, "Pm not knocking your country, mind you. It's very 
quaint and picturesque, etc., what with Buckingham Palace and 
Bovril and Scotland Yard, etc., but where's your desert?" 
♦. kit tyhre'f four detert? 
Before I forget, let me point out that Scotland Yard, Britain's 
plain-clothes police branch, was named after Wally Scotland and 
Fred Yard who invented plain clothes. The American plain- 
clothes force is called the F.B.I, after Frank B. Inchcliff, who 
invented fingerprints. Before Mr. Inchclifi's invention, every- 
body's fingers were absolutely glassy smooth. This, as you may 
imagine, played hob with the identification of newborn babies 
in hospitals. From 1791 until 1904 no American parent ever 
brought home the right baby from the hospital. This later be- 
came known as the Black Tom Explosion. 
(But I digress. England, I was saying, wants to trade Wales 
for a desert. Sweden wants to trade Lapland for Frank B. 
Inchcliff. The reason is that Swedes to this day still don't have 
fingerprints. As a result, identification of babies in Swedish 
hospitals is so haphazard that Swedes flatly refuse to bring 
their babies home. There are, at present, nearly a half-billion 
unclaimed babies in Swedish hospitals—some of them well over 
eighty years old.) 
But I digress. Marlboro is, of course, an ideal Christmas gift 
for your friends and loved ones who enjoy filter cigarettes. If, 
on the other hand, your friends and loved ones like mildness 
but don't like filters, then you can't go wrong with a carton of 
Philip Morris. If your friends and loved ones Hke a subtly 
mentholated cigarette that combines refreshing taste with high 
filtration, then buy a carton of Alpines. (Alpines, incidentally, 
are named after the late Albert G. Pine. Al Pine worked all his 
life to invent a cigarette that would combine light menthol and 
high filtration, but alas he never succeeded. As by-products of 
his research he did manage to invent the atom, the gooseneck 
lamp and the cocker spaniel, but the lightly mentholated high 
filtration cigarette, alas, never. Now this dream is realized, 
and what could be more fitting than to pay tribute to this gal- 
lant man by calling this cigarette Alpine?)        e ust M.X sMma 
We, the makers of Marlboro, Philip Morris and Alpine are 
now enjoying our sixth year with Max Shulman. Obviously, 
we think he is a funny fellow. We think you'll think so too, 
if you look at his television series "THE MANY LOVES 
OF DOBIE GILLIS"—and read his latest book, "I WAS A 
TEEN-AGE DWARF." 
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Cline Receives ACC's 
Jacobs Blocking Trophy 
By JIM STEPP 
Tiger Sports Writer 
Senior fullback Doug Cline is the 1959 winner of the 
Jacobs Blocking Trophy in the Atlantic Coast Confer- 
ence. Doug was the first player from Clemson to receive 
the trophy since its approval by the ACC in 1953. This 
was the fourth straight year the ACC sportswriters have 
awarded the trophy to a fullback. 
Doug    was   more   surprised 
ihingler's Raiders 
than anyone when the winner 
of the trophy was announced. 
"I didn't have any idea that I 
was even being considered for 
the award." This was Doug's 
reaction when he learned of 
his winning the trophy. The 
trophy is donated by Hugh 
and Bill Jacobs of Clinton, 
S. C, in memory of the late 
William P. Jacobs. 
The 210 pound fullback has 
been one of the most outstand- 
ing players on the Tiger team 
for the past three years. Doug 
can easily be classifed among 
the fooball greats who have 
played at Clemson. Besides be- 
ing an excellent blocker for 
halfbacks Bill Mathis and "Po- 
go" Usry, Cline has been the 
"big gun" for the Bengal eleven 
on the ball-carrying detail. 
In statistics, Cline is one of 
the leaders on the Tiger team. 
In total offense, he is second 
only to quarterback Harvey 
White with his 449 yds. total. 
Doug has a net gain on rush- 
ing of 449 yds. with an average 
of 4.1 yds. per carry. This past 
season Cline went across for 
four touchdowns and a total 
of 28 points. 
Doug has received a great 
many   post   season   honors   and 
among them are: Honorable 
Mention All American-NEA, 
Honorable Mention ALL ACC- 
AP,   Second  Team  ALL  ACC- 
(Continued on Page 7) 
a Swingline 
Stapler no 
bigger than a 
pack of gum! 
98* 
(Including 
""stop** 
SWINGLINE "TOT" 
Millions now in use. Uncondi- 
tionally guaranteed. Makes book 
covers, fastens papers, arts and 
crafts, mends, tacks, etc. Avail- 
able at ytror college bookstore. 
SWINGLINE 
"Cub" Stapler $1.79 
ScvtHfttHC  ' INC. 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
Hardware - Sporting Goods 
"Serving   This  Section  Since   1885" 
Outstanding Players Receive Awards 
By  BOB  PURKERSON 
Tiger Sports Writer 
The roar of the mighty Clem- 
son Tigers, which has been a 
familiar sound in the history of 
the A. C.  C. have roared even 
Clemson Students 
Entertain Shriner 
Hospital Patients 
Greenville Shriners Hospital 
was the scene of a Christmas 
Party given for its patients Dec. 
2 under the sponsorship of the 
Block "C". Also included in the 
group were members of Tiger 
Tones and Bengals and other 
interested   persons. 
The children were entertained 
from 2:30 p.m. until 3:30 p.m. 
Upon arrival at the hospital, 
everyone started the festivities 
by bringing most of the children 
into the main room. 
Here they were given gifts by 
Santa Claus and ice cream, cake 
and cookies by everyone. Mean- 
while others blew up ballons, 
giving them to the children and 
talking to them. 
A little later on in the after- 
noon they were entertained by 
members of the various campus 
singing groups and a fire eat- 
ing act by Mac McCahan. 
Towards the end of the party 
everyone joined in in the sing- 
ing of Christmas carols. Before 
leaving the children were mov- 
ed back into their wards. 
To show their appreciation 
for the party, the children gave 
their version of a college cheer— 
"two, four, six, eight. Who do we 
appreciate? Clemson, Clemson." 
Clemson Theatre 
College Avenue 
Phone OL 4-2011 
Wed. 6 P. M., Thurs., 
Fri. and Sat., Dec. 9-12 
"A Summer 
Place" 
In Color 
SANDRA DEE 
RICHARD EGAN 
Sun., Mon., Tues., 
Dec. 13-15 
They Came to 
Cordura" 
In Color 
GARY COOPER 
RITA HAYWORTH 
// 
Tues. , 6:00 P. M. 
Dec. 15-16 
and 
DOUBLE FEATURE 
'Battle Flame' 
SCOTT BRADY 
Plus 
"Surrender- 
Hell" 
KEITH ANDES 
louder this year making them- 
selves heard as far as Houston, 
Texas and the Bluebonnet Bowl. 
The Blue Ridge Tigers wrap- 
ped up their second consecutive 
A. C. C. title in as many years 
and their third title in the last 
four years by downing the De- 
mon Deacons of Wake Forest on 
November 21. They wrapped up a 
bid to the newly established Blue- 
bonnet Bowl by taking all the 
wind out of the Furman Purple 
Hurricanes in a 56-3 triumph. 
The outstanding team that 
coach Frank Howard fielded this 
season was characterized by 
many fine players. Some were 
recognized for their outstanding 
attainments on the gridiron such 
as Lou Cordileone, affectionately 
referred to as "Big Mama". Lou 
was accorded the recognition he 
so richly deserved by being rat- 
ed first team All-American by Na- 
tional Football League scouts in 
Time Magazine. 
Bill Mathis known for his lea- 
dership ability both on and off 
the football field was chosen first 
team all-ACC by AP, UPI, and 
the ACSWA. (Atlantic Coast 
Sports Writers Association) Doug 
Cline, our power driving fullback, 
was another standout performer 
for the Tiger team. He was cho- 
sen first team all ACC by ACS- 
WA and received honorable men- 
tion All American honors. 
Cline's biggest honor was being 
picked as the winner of the 
Jacobs blocking trophy. 
Harold Olson, who anchored the 
right tackle spot for Lan- 
cers, was a first team All-ACC 
choice by the ACSWA. Gary 
Barnes, one of the outstanding 
Sophomore ends in the nation, 
was chosen all-ACC by AP, UPI. 
and ACSWA. 
Harvey White the Lancers quar- 
terback has been a standout in 
the Tiger lineup for the past three 
seasons. White was voted second 
team all-ACC by both the AP and 
UPI. He also received honorable 
mention All American. 
Paul Snyder, first team center, 
was one of the teams most con- 
sistent players, Snyder was re- 
cognized as first team All-ACC by 
UPI and ACSWA. 
The Pro scouts must have liked 
the big Tiger players because 
many of the Tigs received draft 
choices from the various leagues. 
Individual Honors 
CORDILEONE   —   All   America 
Time Magazine by NFL scouts 
All-ACC 1st team AP 
All-ACC 1st team UPI 
All-ACC  Atlantic  Coast  Sports 
Writers Association 
Chosen to play in Hula Bowl, 
East-West Shrine Game, 
1st draft choice of New York 
Giants, drafted by Buffalo 
All-America 3rd team AP and 
UPI 
LYNN — All-America honora- 
able mention NEA, honorable 
mention all-ACC  by AP 
MATHIS — All-America honora- 
ble mention NEA and AP 
All-ACC 1st team AP 
All-ACC 1st team UPI 
All-ACC  1st team ACSWA 
Blue-Gray Game, Senior Bowl, 
eighth  draft  choice  for  San 
Francisco   49'ers,   drafted   by 
Denver of AFL. 
CLINE — All-America honorable 
mention NEA. 
All-ACC 1st team ACSWA, 2nd 
team UPI, honorable mention 
AP 
14th draft choice of NFL New 
York Giants, also drafted by 
Houston of AFL. 
Winner of Jacob's Blocking Tro- 
phy in ACC 
JAKES BARBER SHOP 
Wishes you a Merry Christmas and 
a Happy New Year 
COMES ALIVE 
IN 7rlE(gasp!) BIGGESTANDCroar!) FUNNIEST 
BARNES   —   All-ACC   1st   AP, 
UP,   ACSWA 
All-America honorable mention 
AP 
OLSON — All-America 2nd team 
Time Majuzine, honorable 
mention AP 
All-ACC 1st team ACSWA, 2nd 
UPI, 2nd AP 
2nd draft choice of Chicago Car- 
dinals also drafted by Buffalo 
Blue-Gray Game, All-American 
Bowl and Senior Bowl 
SNYDER — All-America hon- 
orable mention AP 
All-ACC 1st team UPI, 2nd 
ACSWA and AP 
Blue-Gray Game 
WHITE — All-America honora- 
ble mention AP 
All-ACC 2nd team AP and UPI 
Drafted by Boston of AFL 
Blue-Gray Game 
ANDERSON — All-ACC honora- 
able mention AP 
JOHN'S ESS0 STATION 
123 By-Pass (Near Southern Railway Station) 
AND 
THE NEW CLEMSON DRUG STORE 
(Next to Big Giant Super Market) 
PENDLETON ROAD 
INVITE YOU TO THE BLUEBONNET PEP RALLY AT THE 
CLEMSON THEATRE 
TUESDAY NIGHT, DECEMBER 18, 1959 
9 P. M. - 10 P. M. 
BROADCAST LIVE OVER WANS 
YOU MAY WIN FREE, A ROUND-TRIP TICKET TO HOUSTON 
(PULLMAN) PLUS TICKET TO GAME! 
HOLLYWOOD EVER WHOMPED UP 
With Hollywood's most exciting cast 
of NEW FACES AND (gasp!) FIGGERSf 
ifsf swefKww   m   sraw 
MB IK SHIRK IK "SSL MvteOBxtetmt!^ tireb)b>* fas IbsctifeAbJ Jflff  KMMN   BWH ^ WSfA       - 
COMING SOON TO YOUR FAVORITE THEATREl Watch For it! 
72" IP VINYL 
RCA Custom 
Record 
A USTEN/NG 
MAN'S RECORD 
(A listening Wemon'i 
Record, too)— 
brought to you 
exclusively 
by VICEROY—the 
Cigarette with A 
THINKING MAN'S 
FILTER... A SMOKING 
MAN'S TASTE I 
10 GREAT JAZZ NUMBERS 
Martians' Lullaby March Of The Toys 
Royal Garden Blues Just A Mood 
Shine On Harvest Moon 
Erroll's Bounce St. James Infirmary 
Ciribiribin Tin Roof Blues 
When The Saints Go Marching In 
PLAYED BY YOUR FAVORITE 
ARTISTS 
Benny Goodman    Louis Armstrong 
Erroll Garner     Shorty Rogers 
Jonah Jones        Duke Ellington 
Ben Webster       Red Norvo t 
Bob Scobey      Buck Clayton: 
Vic Dickenson 
Rex Stewart 
Dukes of Dixieland 
III 
is 
Oust Re/eased'/or 
VICEROY 
\ T CIGARETTES! 
The Greatest Jazz 
Album in Years! 
Campus 
Fesffval 
' ON A SPECIALLY PRESSED RCA CUSTOM RECORD 
Featuring Top Favorite Jazz Instrumentalists 
—winners in a national popularity survey of American 
College and University Students! Yours at a special 
low price—with the compliments of VICEROY—the 
cigarette that gives you the best filtering of all for 
full rich taste. "A Thinking Man's Filter . . . 
A Smoking Man's Taste." 
fours /or On/y 
and 2 empty packages of VICEROY Cigarettes 
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E-D 4 Wins Second Intramural Crown Basketballers Meet Tough Opposition 
During Hollidays; Home Game Monday 
Members of the championship intramural football team are left to right: (bottom row) Don 
Godwin, Pete Ayoub, Wilson Hamm, Bobby Foster, Max Fain, Olie Hammond and Lee Gas- 
kins. (Top row) Gene Redding, Marvin O'Donnell, Tom McTeer, Jimmy Wells, Dave Sprouse, 
Larry Rodgers and Norman Fink. 
Unbeaten E-D 4 Emerges Champs 
After 27-7 Win Over Sour Grapes 
Undefeated E-D 4 once again 
added the intramural football 
title to their claims as they 
swept through the Sour Grapes 
27-7 for their second straight 
championship in the past two 
seasons. The victory was E-D 4's 
17th straight since their open- 
ing game in last season. 
Heading the devastating at- 
tack  of  the  champs  were  Jim 
Wells and Dave Sprouse. The 
strong passing of Wells ended 
up in three touchdowns, two of 
them brought in by the speedy 
Sprouse. Sprouse also added one 
extra point to wind up high 
scorer of the day with 13. 
Oley Hammond and Gene 
Redding again came through as 
he double teamed with Larry 
Rodgers    to    credit    a    safety 
Bengal Tankmen Open Season 
Loss To Davidson And Win Over Birds 
The Clemson swimming team opened their season 
Thursday, December 3, when they met the Davidson 
tankmen at Davidson. The Tigers lost this first meet 
56-29 with Vaccaro as high point man with 10 points. 
Vaccaro took first in the individual medley, second in 
the 100 yd. free style and he was also on the winning 
400 yd. free style relay, 
The Tigs got revenge for their 
first defeat by beating the Uni- 
versity of South Carolina 5044 
on December 5. This win was 
the first over the Gamecocks in 
several years and it maintained 
the example set by the Bengal 
football team on Big Thursday. 
The present 1-1 record is a fair 
indication that the Tig squad 
will improve last year's season 
record. 
The Tiger tankmen took seven 
first places, five second, and one 
third place. Elmore took first in 
the 220 yd. backstroke for Clem- 
son in 2:35.6. With Kerr and Jones 
of Carolina second and third re- 
spectively. Carolina won the 400 
medley relay in the time of 5:06. 
McCahan of Clemson captured 
first in the 50 yd. breaststroke in 
a time of 26.7 sec. followed by 
Stuckley of Clemson and Fleming 
of Carolina. 
In the 200 yd. individual med- 
ley, Bengal tankman Vaccaro 
came in first with a time of 2:43 
followed by Chance and Harter of 
Carolina. USC's Gunert took first 
place in the diving and he was 
followed closely by Phinney of 
Clemson with Coleman of Caro- 
lina coming in third. 
The Tiger captain and star diver 
Petty was ruled ineligible at the 
beginning of the year and he has 
not seen action as yet but he will 
Tennessee Stops 
Tigers 80-62; 
Patterson Leads 
The Tiger cagers now have 
three games behind them, for 
Monday they were bowled over by 
the Vols of Tennessee. Clemson 
now has a 1-3 record in overall 
competition. 
Clemson scrapped for the ball 
the entire first half, but at the 
end of the game Tennessee 
emerged victorious with a score 
of 80-62. The Tigs trailed 34-28 at 
halftime, but after five minutes of 
the second half the Vols were 
leading 47-34. 
From there on out the Tennes- 
see Five coasted like a sled slid- 
ing on packed snow. This made 
the Vols' second win with as many 
losses. 
The scoring honors of the game 
went to Choppy Patterson, the 
Tigs smooth sophomore guard 
playmaker, who compiled 23 
points. Don Carver accounted for 
14 of the Clemson Five tallies, 
while captain George Krajack sup- 
plied 11 in the point department. 
Dutch Shample, Walt Gibbons. 
Tom Mahaffey, and "Little Kra- 
jack" added an additional 14 
points among them to round out 
the scoring. 
Bud Says: 
Our clothes are 
designed    with 
you in mind. 
You'll have a good 
Christmas if you 
outfit yourself 
at 
return to the lineup because of a 
reversed decision of eligibility. 
Petty will graduate at the end of 
this semester and the co-captain 
Elmore will become captain at 
the start of next semester. 
The 200 yard butterfly was 
taken by Vaccaro of Clemson in 
a time of 3:01. McCahan of Clem- 
son captured first in the 100 yd. 
butterfly and Carolina's Susman- 
ner and Kerr took second and 
third. Elmore, Vaccaro, and Mc- 
Cahan were all tied for high scor- 
er with 12 points each. 
Coach McHugh stated that he 
was well pleased with the team 
which shows the spirit that has 
been missing. "The team is 
really working hard, but we 
need men to take second and 
third places." This weakness 
was shown when the Bengals 
took seven of eleven first places 
and still did not win by a size- 
able margin. 
Coach McHugh stated that any- 
one who wants to be on the team 
to come to the pool and try out 
The Tigers take on last year's 
conference champs, the Univers, 
ity of North Carolina on Friday 
December 11 at four o'clock. On 
the following Monday the Tigs 
will tackle a strong N. C. State 
team. 
PLAYERS 
(Continued from Page 4) 
is more experienced as a whole 
but Clemson can win because of 
the Clemson student's fine and 
continual support which means 
a lot to the team." 
Doug Cline thinks that the 
Clemson team, who is in good 
shape physically as well as men- 
tally, will have a close and ex- 
citing game with T. C. U. be- 
cause of their similar charac- 
teristics. 
Davie Ilson believes that our 
Davie Olson believes that our 
playing against their second 
unit who is used more for relief 
than actual playing. He thinks 
that since this is the first ap- 
pearance of the Bluebonnet 
bowl, the Tigers will be trying 
to their utmost for Clemson to 
be the first victor. 
Coach Frank Howard, who be- 
lieves that T. C. U. is one of the 
nation's finest teams, has had 
the Tigers sharpening them- 
selves on their rushing attack 
and aerial bombardment as well 
as their tight defense. 
Clemson Jewelers 
Offer Students 
Credit 
For the past three years 
Clemson Jewelers owned by 
R. H. Snoddy, has let the 
students have their Christ- 
mas presents on credit. They 
buy before going home 
where they will have a 
chance to work and make 
some money. Asked if he 
ever lost any money in ex- 
tending this courtesy, his re- 
ply was, "Only once." 
against the Grapes, and he also 
pitched one of the TD bombs. 
The combination of Wells and 
Sprouse was the same one that 
led the troops through their 
season and ended up with both 
being on the all-intramural 
team. 
For a while it appeared that 
both squads would be hampered 
in the near freezing and gale 
windy weather. However, this 
did not seem to bother E-D 4 
as they scored even a more de- 
cisive victory over their op- 
ponents than they had in their 
previous meeting which E-D 4 
won 19-6. 
The difference in the game 
could have been placed easily 
on the oustanding lineplay of 
E-D   4   which   penetrated   the 
Grape forward wall consistent- 
ly.    Redding,    Gaskins,    Fink 
and McTeer were at their best 
in the intramural battle. 
The  previous  meeting "of  the 
two teams came in the first game 
of   the   playoffs.   Though   down 
the Sour Grapes battled back to 
win the fights in the finals by 
defeating C-7 and CSRA. 
All together, the intramural 
football program of this year 
proved to be one of the best if 
not the best in the history of 
Tiger intramurals. 
By Mike Costas 
Tiger Sports Writer 
The hardwood team of Clemson 
will face some of its toughest op- 
position of the season in the com- 
ing weeks and during the holiday 
season. The big question is—Can 
the Bengals finally come through 
as they should and show this op- 
position that   they   are   playing 
with a team that is there to win? 
Tomorrow   night   the   round- 
ballers will take on one of the 
strongest   teams   in   the   East 
when they meet the Wildcats of 
Villanova on their home court. 
"The   Villanova   team   possibly 
ranks fourteenth in the nation, 
and I feel  that  speaks for it- 
self,"     said     Coach Maravich 
when asked about the Wildcats. 
They have two real fine colored 
players in their captain George 
Raveling, who ranked twenty-first 
in the nation in field goals with 
a 50.6 average   per   game,   and 
Hubie White, who is a good man 
with the jump shot and also on the 
rebounds. Raveling had 310 points 
and 405 rebounds last year;  he 
and Driscoll helped the team fin- 
ish seventh in the nation in re- 
bounds. 
Last year the team went to 
New York's NIT, but they lost in 
the first round to St. Johns; they 
are out to regain another bid to 
this most important event of the 
basketball season. Huggard, 5-10. 
averaged 15.2 tallies per game 
last year, and another scoring 
threat for the Cats will be 6-8 
Driscoll. 
The "Big Barn" will be the 
scene for   the   action   between 
the Bengals and Davidson next 
Monday night. "Davidson is one 
of our Southern Conference foes, 
and  at  this  time  it is in  the 
lower echelon of the conference, 
and I will certainly be looking 
for  another  win  on  the  home 
court this time," says the coach 
about his opponents. 
This teams success will depend 
on the ability of its eight sopho- 
mores to show their worth this 
season. It is very young for a 
squad, but it may have the possi- 
bility of being   a   strong   team. 
Their  leading  scorer  Shinn  will 
be back with the team, and he 
can   certainly   be   the   man   to 
watch.  This Davidson team has 
plenty of the much needed height, 
and it will be  a  push for  Joe 
Markee to hold his center post 
away from sophomore Miller. 
ntramural Basketball 
Tourney Starts Well 
The Clemson intramural basketball tournament got 
off to a good start Monday December 7. There are 54 
teams entered this year as compared to 48 teams last 
year. These teams are divided into twelve leagues with 
six leagues having five teams each and six leagues with 
four teams each. Each of these leagues will be played 
in round robin style with every team playing each of 
the other teams in its league. 
It will reauire 96 games to 
Eddie Stewart, Ron Anderson, 
and Martin have all shown some 
great improvement, and they have 
some good reserves to send into 
the fray when these men get 
tired. The Tigers have plenty of 
experience over this team, and 
they should be able to get well 
back on to the winning road. 
On Friday of next week the 
Bengals will take on the semi- 
noles of Florida State Univers- 
ity. "I want to ask that every- 
one in the upper state area re- 
turn and bring their friends for 
this game," says Coach Mara- 
vich, "the money that will be 
made on this game will be turn- 
ed over to a committee for the 
purpose of building a 'Basket- 
ball Hall of Fame' in Spring- 
field Mass. 
"They have already constructed 
a three million dollar building, and 
I would like to see Clemson help 
them in this wonderful idea. At 
this time I only   know   a   little 
about the Florida team, but we 
will be on our court and that al- 
ways helps." This team has play- 
ed some of the top twenty in the 
nation and lost by only a small 
margin—they should prove to be 
a formidable for for the Bengals. 
The Tigers' next big operation 
will be the All College Tourna- 
ment   in   Oklahoma    when they 
meet with such outstanding teams 
as Cornell,   Bowling   Green,   Ni- 
agara, Utah State, Oklahoma City, 
Tulsa, and Wichita. When asked 
about the contest Coach Maravich 
said, "this is probably one of the 
stiffest tournaments that we have 
played in during the last five or 
six years, and I hope we make an 
impressive mark for Clemson." 
The Bengal Bailers will take 
on the tournament champs from 
last year—Oklahoma  City— in 
the  first  game  of the tourna- 
ment. The Chiefs of Oklahoma 
won  20  out  of  27  games  last 
season,   and   the   same   team 
will  be  returning to the  floor 
this year. Yeahquo and Tsoodle 
are    two   outstanding    Indians 
who play for the team—I mean 
that  these  are  the  "real  Mc- 
Coys". 
The team went to the NIT in 
New York last year and made a 
fine showing in it; they are plan- 
ning a return engagement this 
year. The Chiefs have a very 
swifty team and use a full and 
a half court press on the defense 
as well as a very aggressive 
team on the offense. 
The Big Red of Cornell is the 
strongest rebounding team in the 
Ivy League and will prove a test 
for the contestants in the tourna- 
ment. Niagara who had a winning 
team last year composed of soph- 
omores will also be another of the 
strong teams in the contest. The 
team has an outstanding Negro 
player on the team, and 6-2 Al 
Butler is another of their play- 
makers. 
The Flying Falcons of Bowl- 
ing Green, which have a chance 
for   the  Mid-American   Confer- 
ence title,   is   another   of   the 
good   teams   to   be   playing. 
Probably one of the best small 
men in the game 5-11 Jim Dar- 
row is   the   biggest   asset   for 
these Birds. One of the weaker 
teams will be Tulsa, who lacks 
a little in the offenseive part. 
Klinker, who was   the   leading 
scorer and rebounder   for   the 
Wave last year, has returned to 
give   the   team    some    added 
strength. It lacks the experience 
which it needs for a winning 
season, but it is big enough to 
make-up for this deficiency. 
The Aggies of Utah, who tied 
for second in   their   conference 
last year, is a little weak in re- 
serves; but 6-3 Schofield, who led 
the team in rebounds last year, 
is  one  of the  potential  scorers 
for the team this year. Rounding 
out the seven other teams of the 
All College Tournament is Wichi- 
ta. Helping to make it one of the 
best teams that they have had in 
the past few years is 6-10 Wiley 
at the center post. 
The Tigers will celebrate the 
New Year by having a return en- 
gagement with Davidson on the 
following day. The fourth day of 
the new year finds the Bengals 
at Wake Forest. "This is probably 
the 'dark horse' in the A.C.C. this 
year, and they always give us a 
tough game." says the coach 
about the Deacons. 
The Demon Deacons have two 
6-8 men who weigh over two- 
hundred pounds, one of these is 
sophomore Chapell, and he will 
probably start at center; the 
other is Steele who has exper- 
ience from last season. Parker 
is another sophomore of the 
team who will be a stand-out 
for Wake Forest. Budd, who 
was the eighth man in rebounds 
in the A.C.C. last year, returns 
along with Ritchie, who follow- 
ed Budd as the second leading 
tally marker for the team, Wig- 
gins, and Forte. 
The first home game after the 
holidays will be on the seventh of 
January when the Bengals take 
on the Purple Paladins from 
Furman. After the football game 
we know why they are called Pur- 
ple Paladins. "They have lost all 
of their games so far, but they 
played such teams as West Vir- 
gina, Louisana, and Georgia 
Tech, who all rank in the top 
twenty of the nation," said Coach 
Maravich when questioned about 
the team from Greenville. 
The only mail lost from last sea- 
son is Dick Wright, but Tom Con- 
ard returns after a lay-off with a 
hurt knee to help the team. Dag 
Wilson, who was a stand out last 
year, returns along with Pinson, 
Chambers, and Shepard to give 
the Paladins plenty of front court 
strength to do a good job on the 
boards. The team is slower than 
last year, and it has a defense 
problem, but it has plenty of 
depth to give them added strength. 
The Tigers should be in top form 
after all of these games during 
the holidays and be on the road 
to a winning season this year. 
When the Tigers roar let's all get 
behind them and help. 
q
complete these-round robins 
and if all available time be- 
tween now and February 29 is 
used the games will just barely 
be finished. On an average 
week, twenty games will be 
played with six on Monday 
and Tuesday and four on Wed- 
nesday and Thursday. No 
games will be played during 
exams or on nights when there 
is a varsity basketball game. 
Each game is allowed one hour 
in which to be played and 
they will be played on a tight 
schedule. 
The tournament will start 
around the first of March with 
the twelve league winners draw- 
ing for byes. This will place eight 
teams in the first round of the 
playoffs and guarantee the four 
teams not  playing  a  place  in 
A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
Tiger Tavern 
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House 
Open Late After Dances 
Open 9:30 A. M. to 12 P. M. 
<& FOUNTAIN   SERVICE 
ti SANDWICHES '# NEWSSTAND 
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too strong. Never too weak. 
the quarter finals. 
This type of playoff is model- 
ed after the NIT in New York. 
The three rounds of the play- 
offs are single elimination and 
will be played in the big gym. 
The winning team will be given 
ten individual trophies. 
The winner of last year's In- 
tramural   basketball   was   the 
Bandits and they were followed 
by   the   Impalas.   The   Bandits 
are back this year and  are a 
heavy     favorite.     Other 
strong   teams    are    the   Rinky 
Dinks with Joe Taylor and Cole- 
man Glaze,     E D-4 with Ollie 
Hammond   and   Frankie   Utsey, 
and the Kings with Bill Mathis, 
Doug Cline and Harvey White. 
Coach Wilhelm claimed that 
last year was a good year for 
(Continued on Page 7) 
HEARTS...fashioned in brilliant Austrian 
crystals...set in 14 Karat white gold-overlay 
mountings. See our tine selection or dis- 
tinctive Krementz Jewelry. 
CLEMSON JEWELERS 
"The Country Gentlemen's Jeweler" 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
You can light either end! 
Get satisfying flavor...so friendly to your taste! 
See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine, rich* 
tasting tobacco travels and gentles the smoke- 
makes it mild—but does not filter out 
that satisfying flavor! 
HERE'S WHY SMOKE "TRAVELED* THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES ©EST 
Outstanding... 
and they are Mild! 
1 You get Pall Mall's famous length of the finest tobaccos 
money can buy. 2 
Pall Mall's famous 
length travels and 
gentles the smoke 
naturally... 3 
Travels it over, under, 
around and through 
Pall Mall's fine tobaccos 
... and makes it mildl 
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Rice Stadium — The Bluebonnet Bowl 
By JOE DEMPSEY 
Tiger Co-Sports Editor 
Tiger Salutes Seniors 
There will be 13 players on the Tiger team winding 
up their college careers when they face TCU in the Blue- 
bonnet Bowl. These men include George "Pogo" Usry, 
Bill Mathis, Harvey White, Lou Cordileone, Harold Ol- 
son, Doug Cline, Paul Snyder, Doug Daigneault, Hal 
Knott, Bob DeBardelaben, Jack Smith, Kenneth Rogers, 
and Bob Chatlin. 
You have to go back a good many years to find a 
season when the Tigers lost this many good men by 
graduation. Most of these players have been standouts 
during all three years of their eligibility, and many of 
them were starters for three seasons. 
The Tiger would like to take this opportunity 
to congratulate all of these players for the splendid 
efforts they have put forth both on and off the 
football field.    They have helped us greatly and 
their cooperation will long be remembered. 
The famed backfield of White, Mathis, Cline and 
Usry will be remembered as one of the finest all-round 
in Clemson history.   These four have been outstanding 
in football as well as in campus affairs, and we wish 
them the best of everything as they try to bring the 
Tigers another victory when they face TCU in the bowl. 
Clemson's line will also lose many mainstays that 
have graced the starting units for three years.- The two 
massive tackles, Harold Olson and Lou Cordileone will 
probably be missed as much as any two men. 
Fine Refreshment- Service Given 
We'd like to say hats off to the Athletic Asso- 
ciation for the fine refreshment service at basketball 
games. At the first home game there were two 
adequate refreshment stands, one at each end of the 
field house.   This is certainly an improvement. 
Good News From Houston 
This week news came from Houston that the mer- 
chants out there were not planning to raise prices for 
the tourists that will be attending the bowl. Clemson 
people who went to New Orleans last year remember 
that prices were advanced to some degree. 
■ The Texans probably figure they will make enough 
at regular prices, and from what this writer has heard 
the people from Texas are quite famous for their money 
anyway. I'd like to pass along a joke I heard about 
Texas this week while talking with Joe McLeskey, sports 
announcer for WANS in Anderson. 
A Texan was talking to a Kentuckian and the sub- 
ject was money. Soon the two were deeply engrossed 
in an argument as to whether Texas or Kentucky had 
the most money. The Kentuckian stated that his state 
had enough gold in a large hole in the ground known 
as Fort Knox to build a gold fence around Texas. The 
Texan drawled "That's all right with us pardner, you 
go right ahead and build the gold fence, and if we 
like it we'll buy it." 
Cheerleaders Need Uniforms And Flag 
We wonder why the cheerleaders do not have a flag 
now? The large Clemson flag, a tradition at the games 
in past years, is no longer with the cheerleaders. We 
would like to see them receive a new flag for the Blue- 
bonnet Bowl. 
Clemson's cheerleaders also are in desperate 
need of new uniforms before they go out to Texas. 
These cheerleaders have worked hard in helping to 
lead the Tigers into the bowl, and what would be 
a more fitting reward than to receive new uniforms? 
Lancers And Raiders Ready 
Shown above is picture taken from atop the beautiful Rice Stadium.    Serving Dec. 19 as the 
Bluebonnet Bowl the stadium is expected to include some 72,000 fans. 
First Intramural All-Star Team 
Chosen By Wilhelm And Officials 
By JIMMY; MILLER 
Tiger   Sports   Writer 
An intramural all-star football 
team has been selected for the 
first time in the history of the 
intramurals at Clemson by di- 
rector Bill Wilhelm and the 
game officials. Heyward John- 
son of the Low Staters was elect- 
ed captain of the all-star squad. 
Heyward has played a strong 
defensive game throughout the 
year as a lineman on the Low 
Staters squad. He was called 
upon in the clutch as a pass re- 
ciever and proved to be one of 
the tops for holding on to the 
ball. 
Frank Phillips and Robert 
Bragg represented C-7 on the 
first team. Phillips stole the 
highest scoring honors of the 
year with 60 points. He was a 
great pass reciever and spirit 
builder of the team. Bragg proved 
to be a strong lineman and his 
toughness also won him a berth 
on a high school all-star unit. 
Two members of the cham- 
pionship E-D 4 team, Jim 
Wells and Dave Sprouse were 
among the selections for the 
first string star team. Wells 
was team's quarterback and 
Sprouse was one of the squad's 
fine receiver. Both Jim 
and Dave were top notch de- 
fensive backs. 
Paul White of C-4 was the 
choice at the center position. He 
proved to be a fine reciever on 
short scoring passes. Bill Ma- 
lony of C.S.R.A. is the biggest 
man on the all-star team. Ma- 
lony played both offensive and 
defensive ball, but his big 250 
plus frame proved to be best on 
defense. 
Hugh Leitzsey of the Sour 
Grapes and Butler Nanny of the 
Chester County team round out 
the first selections. Leitzsey's 
passing and running gained him 
a berth on the team. Nanny was 
good at both passing and re- 
cieving throughout the year. 
Honorable mentions includ- 
ed Herndon McElmurroy, 
Johnnie Malony, Tim Dona- 
hue,    and    Bob    Ratcliff    of 
C.S.R.A.; Lee Gaskin, Oley 
Hammond, Bobby Foster, and 
Larry Rodgers of E-D 4; Nic- 
ky Lomax, Dave Jeter, and 
Earle Borgordus of C-7; A. O. 
Lawing, Jones Boyon, and 
Jim Rhodes of the Sour 
Grapes; and O. J. Hatchell of 
the Low Staters. 
Also receiving honorable men- 
tions were Carroll Kirby of Dor- 
chester County; Rusty Willi- 
mon of C-4; Charles Douglas ol 
the Beasts; and Ben Longford 
and Ed Klickly of Charleston 
County. 
WSBF Is Originator 
Basketball Network 
Extends To SC Cities 
For the first time in Clemson's basketball history a 
radio network broadcasting system has been set up to 
introduce an on the air account of the Tigers Basketball 
games. The news was announced Tuesday to WSBF 
publicity director Julian McDonald. 
Stations now carrying a live 
account of Clemson Basketball 
are WAIM in Anderson, WSNW 
in   Seneca,   and   WMRB   and 
WESC-FM  in  Greenville  who 
carried last week's Erskine tilt. 
The originator of the project 
was WSBF, student broadcasting 
station here at Clemson. WSBF, 
offering the programs as a free 
service   station   throughout   the 
state will provide announcers and 
engineers for the broadcast. The 
radio   program   will   take   place 
from the field house at the Tiger 
home basketball games and will 
be known as the Clemson Student 
Basketball Network. 
WSBF has sent letters to all 
stations in South Carolina and 
also   covered   areas   in   North 
Carolina and Georgia. They ex- 
pect to receive many answers 
and will offer this broadcast to 
any station as a public service. 
More stations are expected to 
join in on the network. 
Reasons   for   developing   the 
project are to add more publicity 
for Clemson basketball and help 
make the basketball team bette: 
known throughout this section. 
The stations will carry all home 
games along with one game from 
Furman and South Carolina on 
INTRAMURAL 
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basketball but this year will be 
better. He also stated that the 
floor of the little gym will be 
refinished during the holidays. 
Last year there were nine for- 
feits out of 120 games and 
Coach Wilhelm stated that he 
did not want as many forfeits 
this year. 
On Monday, December 14, the 
Flying Tigers take on A-7 and 
C-7 tackles the Arnold Air So- 
ciety. The next day, Tuesday, 
there are four games with the 
Wesley Foundation playing the 
Owl Club, Ellie's Elite against 
the Hustlers, E D-4 facing Nu 
Epsilon and the 69'ers challeng- 
ing F-5. 
Last Monday the Reamers 
beat Chester County 49-45; the 
Rinky Dinks trounced the C-4 
Moonshiners 67-13; Greenville 
defeated the Boo Rays 50-20; 
and Barnwell County beat the 
Double Dribblers 37-29. 
GUARANTEED 
For As Long As You 
Own Your Car 
MUFFLERS 
FREE 
INSTALLATION 
15 Minute Service 
Get the BEST for LESS 
Get A Midas Muffler 
ttUQAS 
MUFFLER 
.    SHOPS 
110 N. 
Murrov 
Ph. CA— 
6-1028 
APPLIED MAGNETISM 405-406 
Reactions of water, hairL women 
Professor D. Juan, 
10:00-11:00 p.m. Saturday 
Examination of why men usually use water 
with their hair tbnic. Demonstration that wa- 
ter causes dried-out hair resembling explosion 
in a silo. Practical applications of 'Vaseline' 
Hair Tonic; proof that 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic 
replaces oil that water removes from hair. 
Definitive interrelationships of water to 'Vase- 
line' Hair Tonic to hair to women to things 
in general. Laboratory evidence of reverse 
magnetism between women and messy hair. 
Positive correlations between alcohol and dry 
hair, cream tonics and clogged-up hair (Rag- 
mop's Third Law). Required before Christmas 
vacation. 
Prerequisite: ANIMAL MAGNETISM 203-204. 
Materials: one 4 oz. bottle 'Vaseline'Hair Tonic 
Vaseline 
HAIR 
TONIC 
Vaseline I 
r~S.".  ™ 
xHAIR 
TONIC 
I | GrttMi inj CliJi!i*nf 
I   Hj.r.   thl Kilafi  "J. M 
it's clear, 
it's clean, 
it's 
Vaseline 
HAIR TONIC 
'Vaseline' Is the registered ttidimjrfc 
el chtstbrough-Psncj's Inc. 
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school and the "dial switching" 
of television viewers to keep up 
with the bowl situation on New 
Year's Day will be avoided. 
The big Tiger Team will fly to 
Houston on Thursday and have 
two workouts before the game. 
They will stay at the Shamrock- 
Hilton while in Houston. TCU is 
scheduled to arrive Friday morn- 
ing. 
Joint Pep Rally At Hotel 
A joint pep rally and bonfire 
are scheduled in front of the 
Shamrock-Hilton for both teams, 
on Friday night. It may develop 
into the largest attendance for 
any football pep rally previously 
held and is probably the first 
time ever for the opposing teams 
to "attend each other's pep 
rally." 
Aside from two top teams being 
compared in the classic, two re- 
nown and top coaches will be 
rivalling each other. Abe Martin 
of TCU has won or shared three 
Southwestern Conference titles in 
the last 5 years and has a head 
coaching record of 45-26-2. Our 
own colorful and witty Cousin 
Prank has compiled a record of 
114-70-10 in twenty years at Clem- 
son. He is one of the few coaches 
in the nation to be credited with 
over 100 wins. 
Outstanding Players 
The duel of rivalling tackles 
should be either wonderful, 
bloody, or both. Opposite 245 
pound Cordileone and 240 pound 
Harold Olson, TCU boasts of 215 
pound, twice Ail-American Don 
Floyd, and 240 pound Robert (Ti- 
ger) Lilly. 
TCU has two great running 
threats in All-American fullback 
Jack Spikes and swift halfback 
Harry Moreland. On the other 
side of the fence, the powerful 
Bengals have fullback Doug 
Cline, halfback Bill Mathis, 
halfback "Pogo" Usry, and the 
sharp aerials of quarterbacks 
Lowndes Shinglcr and Harvey 
White. 
Depth will no doubt be a decid- 
ing factor in the match on the 
19th. Both teams possess a great 
deal, and the wearing down of 
each other will no doubt be the 
stategy. Speculation has it that 
the Texans possess more depth 
than the Tigers, but challenges 
are what the Bengals crave. 
The Tigers possess the heaviest 
line, but the Frogs have numerous 
replacements with the first two 
teams consisting wholly of letter 
men. Experience will be a factor 
also, but the Tigers hold a great 
deal more than they did at New 
Orleans last year. 
Thirteen Seniors 
Thirteen seniors, seven from 
White's starting unit, and one 
from Shingler's Raiders play 
their last college game in Rice 
Stadium. The entire starting 
backfield is seeing it's last duty 
in the beloved purple and or- 
ange. 
December 19th will prove to be 
a festive day for followers of both 
teams. Clemsonites will flood Tex- 
as for the gala occasion. The Ti- 
gers will meet TCU for the first 
time in our history in a brand 
new bowl. We shall be well rep- 
resented! 
CLINE 
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UPI, and ALL ACC First Team- 
ACSWA. It can go without say- 
ing that Doug Cline will be 
greatly missed from the Tiger 
lineup next year. 
Pain during the holidays .... Sherwin- Wil- 
liams Paints, Super Kem-Tone, Economical 
Rubber Base Water paint, per gallon, 
$2.99 
JUDGE KELLER 
Does studying for exams 
make you want to zzz-zz-zz? 
Let safe NoDoz® alert you 
through study and exams! 
road trips. Also it is hoped to 
broadcast two Tiger tournaments 
in the All College Tour at Okla- 
homa City and the ACC Cham- 
pionships. 
Carrying the live account over 
the Basketball Network will be 
play by play announcer, Charlie 
Jamieson; color by Lee Floyd 
and Teddy Holt, and engineers 
Van Fair and Bill Rampey. 
If hitting the books ever makes you drowsy, NoDoz is the fast waker- 
upper you need. NoDoz Stay Awake Tablets deliver an accurate amount 
of safe stimulation to keep your mind and body alert during study and 
exams. How? With caffeine—the same pleasant stimulant in coffee. But 
non-habit-forming NoDoz is faster, handier, more reliable. Buy some— 
and be in good company. Millions of times a year safe NoDoz helps 
busy people keep alert and awake. 
P.S. When you need NoDoz, it'll probably be late. Play safe. Keep a supply handy. 
NoDoz,   the    safe    stay   awake   ta b I e t — a va i! a b e   everywhere 
New 1960 JJ M brings you taste... more taste... 
More taste by far... 
New, free-flowing Miracle Tip Only the I960 L*M - Frees up flavor 
Unlocks natural tobaCCO flavor! other filters squeeze in! ■ Checks tars without 
That's why DM can blend fine tobaccos choking taste! ■ Gives you the full, exciting flavor 
not to suit a filter... but to suit your taste! of the world's finest, naturally mild tobaccos! 
018B9 Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. 
More taste by far...yet low in tav...And they said "It couldn't be done!" 
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Letters To Tom 
Students Discuss Campus Events 
Dear Terr.. 
S» £ ridiculous and illogical. I hope. say who is right or  wrong  in. and lastly it will affect the pro- 
IQtlS Ol   that Clemson does not aspire to j picking a co-ed or an "outsider"., gress of Clemson as a whole. 
' have girls that would discrimi-\ In the most recent controversy, 
nate   against  Clemson   on   any * and one that was uncalled for, j 
such grounds. j because the same thing hapenedl 
Since a coed has been chosen j last year in relation to picking a 
to be Clemson's representative atrepresentative   for   the   Sugar; 
Depl 
Student Faction 
as a Clemson 
College student and as a country 
gentleman, when the leaders (?) the BUiebonnet Bowl and with an 
and officials (?) of the college act <jue respect to her I still question, I 
in such utter disregard of a part :not the choice, but the manner of 
Bowl. 
As I see  it. 
were involved: 
three  principles 
The first was— 
of the Clemson students. Espec- 
ially when this is done without 
the knowledge of a majority of 
the Clemson students. 
I have not yet heard a convinc- 
the ballot. The students have not 
yet received their full rights at 
the polls. 
Out of some 1600 
there were more than 700 stu- 
did the Executive Council have 
! the right to pick a  represent- 
ative. Tom. we the students elect- 
1
 ed them as leaders and by doing 
"otes. so we placed confidence in them. 
tag argument on who, but a Clem- srudents wnom actually had no 
son student could better repre- 
ss-' Clemson College. 
The caliber, of some of those 
opposed to sending a co-ed to 
represent Clemson College in the 
Bfctebonnet Bowl, shows up in the 
type of signs they display. 
Xt" seems they don't know the dif- 
ference between a horserace and 
a football game. 
Gilbert E. Parker 
Class of '61 
Emphasis Placed 
In Wrong Area 
choice. This is pointed out by; 
the ballot itself. If a student was 
of the opinion that a non-coed; 
should   represent   Clemson,   he! 
s:a:ei. 
As the election indicated a 
majority of the voters desired 
a coed to represent Clemson. 
Which one? The 700 students 
who voted "non-coed" had no 
choice as to which coed should 
represent us. Be this the price 
of voting? 
I doubt that Clemson will pro-i 
jfit or suffer txmcernirjg the out-; 
jcome of this issue. This is the; 
| primary thought of this letter. It 
behooves me to see how "elated" j 
:he  s:ucer.:s rave  become  ever 
All of this leads to one thing. 
A policy in relation to a repre- 
sentative to a bowl ^ame would 
be the solution to all problems. 
tVe have policies toward pick- 
ing  Tap   beauties,   homecom- 
ing    queen,     and    miUtary 
queens.   Why   don't   we   have 
one for a Bowl representative? 
I can understand  what hap- 
pened  last  year  but   I  cannot 
understand    letting    the    same 
thing happen again this year. 
What  would  this  policy   be? 
I don't beleive the Execu- 
tive Council made their de- 
cision with the purpose of dis- 
crimination in mind. No one JThere are many alteroa::-■=?. 
has the right to say whether or 
not they were right or wrong 
because they were elected to 
represent all students and best 
interests of Clemson. 
j (1) Let the homecoming queen 
represent us. 
(2) Let each club sponsor a girl 
as is done for Homecoming 
The second principle involved Queen, 
is the qualifications of the pre- j (3) Let  the  student  body  vote 
Dear Tom. 
This  statement was made  to 
me this week. "Clemson College! 
is meeting a crisis when they de- »"* > ^™* ««■ Students ap- 
I tided upon  a coed or non^oed P^ «■ conttnoe to ,«*"*  ttelr 
! for representation at the Bhiebon- "lues in the wrong place. 
I net Bowl." Tms is so absolutely     Why has there never beenjuch; 
ridiculous  that  it  hardly  bears heated debate over things which 
msoission;  however, in light of :«>* "***™ ** **"*   "^ 
Alibis welfare here at Clemson 
sent co-eds at Clemson. How 
can anyone judge whether or not 
we have the ideal represent- 
ative on campus. I think the 
, co-eds have done exceptionally 
wen in relation to the faculties 
available to them. 
Xo one wants to see Clem- 
son become co-ed anymore 
than I do and I think instead 
of trying to give the co-eds 
an "unwanted feeling". I 
think they should try to get 
girls dormitories and other fa- 
cilities which will help to 
make for a better environment 
for coeds. 
on a coed and coed only, 
(4) Have a meeting of student /■%..«« i C\L R„n-I„ 
body and let nominations be VUee" Ut PQ*He 
from coeds or non-coeds and 
at   same   meeting    narrow 
field  down  to  five  or  ten 
whichever is best. 
There may be other means to 
do this but Tom, let's get one 
and stick by it. I thinir the Ex- 
ecutive Council and Student! 
Assembly   should   set   a   policy 
Forestry Club Initiates New Members To Organization Omicron Sorority 
Holds Drop-In; 
Plans Activities 
Omicron, newly formed sorority, 
invited several girls to a drop-in 
held at the home of Nancy Ed- 
wards on Monday at 4:15 p.m. A 
short meeting was held during toe 
afternoon. Girls attending the 
drop-in included Barbara Bruce; 
Bette Bruce; Wilma Bonham; and 
Mary EUen Donavon. 
Also, Martha Embler; Diane 
Plott; Anne Sherman; Judy Sulli- 
van; and Anita Thurston. Margar- 
et Fowler, president of the soror- 
ity, presided at the meeting and 
presented the constitution and pur- 
pose of the organization to the 
guests. 
Meeting Held 
At a meeting held last week, 
the remaining officers were elect- 
ed. Barbara Witherspoon, Chem- 
istry senior from Clemson, is vice- 
president; Hanna HoUeman, a 
graduate student of Seneca, is 
treasurer; Becky Epting, Arts and 
Sciences sophomore from Clemson, 
is reporter; and Nancy Edwards, 
Arts and Sciences sophomore of 
Clemson, is social chairman. 
Omicron members decided to 
sponsor a needy family this Christ- 
mas. The members set Dec. 16 as 
the day to bring clothes, food and 
toys for the family. The sorority 
also decided to go Christmas 
caroling Wednesday evening at 8. 
During last month new members were initiated into the Forestry Club. These members are, 
(left to right) R. A. Lambert. D. K. Dawson. Joe Workman. X. M. Albright. Bo Shaw, J. H. 
Ryan. Rufus Kimney and Bobby Doyan. Absent when picture was made were L. Pierce. D. M. 
Byrd. B. Rose. Q. Newman. W. B. McCown, D.A. Jones, A. Dorrell. J. C. Ridley and J. W. 
Looney.    (Tiger photo by Robert Gaskins.) 
Infantry Continues Vital Role, 
Remains Master Of Decisions 
By ARMY ROTC STAFF       bat durability and an adeptabili-|   And as often as not. Infantry 
Infantry Continues Vital Role jty no other arm can match. No; defeats the new force by incor- 
On any battlefield of the future,; matter how depleted an Infantry Iporating its best features into In- 
and have it ready for tie*liext^wnen tne ^ and artillery bom- unit may become, no matter how fantry capabilities. Infantry now 
bowl invitation.  Let's don't let 
this happen again. 
Aubrey   Shirley 
Class  of Jan.   1960 
bardment lifts, you win see sil- 
houetted against a rising, telltale 
mushroom cloud, the Infantry sol- 
dier emerge from his foxhole 
fie 
hard it may be hit, it can contin-jrides in armored vehicles,  once 
ue to move and fight as long as-its greatest enemy; it now flies j 
it has men. in aircraft, which  once  seemed 
Our modern Infantry has un-jto make it obsolete; it now packs 
and bayonet in hand. He is-matched mobility. It  can  move; more  artillery   in   each   battle 
n
" 
the   recent   discussion   of 
j topic I cannot remain silent. To nams  a few Uunp **«*■■ the   best   representative   right „.|f,.,_..,_ -„_.„. .„.     : the wurageous soldier who. though 
I w:sh to state my viewpoints   students   continually   shrug   off here   on   campus   that  can   be CONSULTANT SPEAKS AT     (exhausted, bearded, bloodied but 
on this subject more on a com-    ^e: g^dmg sysierns^better pro-  found    anywhere     There's   one FORESTRY CLUB  MEETING     "**>*?■ mUSl advtance  ^othel 
,. .  hmaHminHprt  ha   ;lessors, interest in student body,thing for sure they know more    "■"■•""     •««• '""""w     milei fu-g another shot and carry 
parame  ana   Droaammaea   oa-   eleciions   coUege  atoml5trators, j about Clemson and student ha-i    Forestry Club presented Wil- the fight to the enemy. 
sis  ratner   man   a   . es   or   no   increased   facflities   a^j endow-: bits and life here than anyone ]izm p- Milliken, private consult-     Millions   of   words   have   been 
nj-fj ment. and most of aU the con- else. ing forester, speaking on the na- published concerning the ores-: 
tinuous and increasing power of     The third principle is related i^""6   of  consulting forestry   and and future role of the  Infantry | with   more   strength 
the to the second one. What are out- 
over the battlefield as fast as any;group than Napoleon had in an 
ether combat force by using hen--entire corps, 
copters, fixed-wing aircraft, light-1 But stm it is Infantrv. Still its 
ry armored Infantry personnel j basic mission is to close witfi and 
carriers, and many other kinds jkm ^ capture the enemy. It is 
of vehicles. istm the indispensable force. It is 
d the world ijtiu the most versatile of all the 
any|arms and services. And in spite pical  discussion for 
i8^^^1*^?^^^ aWmiC   WarS-   NeW   ^Po^i°H,ercombatforce-alldasrap-!0f toe:many"tectaological_adv'an^ 
, school. Tnese and similar things,: tiders going to say when they;^ ** Nov. 24 meeting, have brought new theories. New.idTy. Yet the Infantry can shed|ces m weapons. communications, 
are those with which I would like!1""1 <*« Clemson had to call He pointed out that this type technological advances have:every vehicle and device and con-1 transportation ^ logistics In- 
to see Clemson students become011 someone else to represent! of forestry requires a great deal'brought new capabilities to our «nue to close with the enemy jfantrv remains _ and will al- 
more concerned them  instead  of  one   of  their; of experience and could not be armed forces. ! under any conditions. I ways remain — the Queen of Bat- 
J   Paul Wright   Jr. own students? It win affect the\ entered immediately upon grad-;   But so long as men are requir-!   It is a vital and adaptive force jQe 
Class of 1960 future actions of the state gov- j uaiaon. He urged aU forestry stu- j ed to operate the tools of war. which is designed to be moving J  
 e—ment in relation to girl's dor-''dents to get as much experience I and so long as man controls    the! always "toward the sound of the 
_ .  ,      _ mitories, it will affect the future; as possible during the summer land  where our interests he, it guns," to bear the brunt of bat- 
§665   NO  R.6aSOn      enrollment of girls at Clemson months. iwffl continue to be the Infantry'tie. to seize and control the land.? 
soldier with his feet on toe ground i It is carefully tailored to perform: 
school- a coed represents only 
percent of the student body- a nan-1* 
[coed represents 0 per cent- thei 
feiajority rules. A non-coed repre- * 
::: errollrr.ent c: c:-sds- so what 
It should  be   a coed- the coeds 
r.ave a representative sam- 
| pie from which to choose. 
On and on this discussion 
might continue. The arguments 
are accurate on both sides in 
some ways. It is true that a 
non-coed would not represent 
Clemsc-n or any percentage of 
the student body. It is also true 
that the majority should rule 
and that they don't have a re- 
presentative sample from which 
to   choose. 
As for a non-coed, representa- 
Itive    retarding    increassed en-. 
rc-LJren:   ■::'   g;r'.=   :s   absolutely 
S.N.3'HB3,S"~S 31 
a a H s.Iy^j 3 b 
£riontroversy    Interview Schedule Dear Tom 
I'm writing this in reference 
| to a recent controversy on Cam- 
ipus—that of picking a repre- 
I sentative    to    the 
Bowl. 
In my opinion, there was no General Electric Company: 
reason for the recent controver- Ceramic, electrical and mechanical engineering. 
Ny. This conflict was caused be- ; Kendall—Cotton Mills Division: 
! cause of a lack of pohcy con- Chemistry, chemical engineering and textiles. 
ceming the picking of a true) TUESDAY 
DEC. 14 AND DEC. 15 
MONDAY 
BUiebonnet Bowaters Southern Paper Corporation—Calhoun, Term.: 
Chemical, civil, electrical and mechanical engineering. 
and his ability to apply adequate, any type of mission it may be as- 
measured force who win remain \ signed in cold, limited or 
the master of decision. !hot wars. 
Infantry is not merely a col-1 Prom time to time, techniques 
lection of armed foot-soldiers. In-'have been evolved which seemed 
fantry is basic to warfare. It is!to eclipse Infantry. Such were the! 
an extremely versatile force of j use of armored knights, the ma- 
men who, however they are arm-; chinegun, the tank and the nu- 
ed, however they are moved, can clear  weapon.   But  Infantry  al- 
repre= 
I would like to know who is to 
always fight on foot with hand 
weapons when necessary. This 
gives them a flexibility, a corn- 
ways has solved the problem pos- 
ed by a new threat and gone on 
to over come its dangers. 
__>La!i|wis 
S G S 0MSH3 ci  1 
3 1 VlO 0 V M'3 d 9~3~a 
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campus shop 
2nd floor 
check these brands: 
Towne & King 
Arrow 
Enro 
Holbrook 
Bernard Alrmann 
Taylor Made 
Deansgate 
Cricheteer 
London Fog 
Interwoven 
Canterbury 
* * 
wallers & hillman 
clothes men like 
anderson, s. c. 
WSBF Plans Safety Marathon 
[Home For Holidays And Back' 
"
7
"S3F will present a 91 hour safety marathon be- 
ginning at 1 p.m. Sunday and ending at 9 a.m. Thursday. 
"Home for the Holidays and Back" is the slogan for 
the holidf 
The marathon will feature taped safety messages 
from college officials. As a special presentation, the 
"Messiah" will be broadcast at 2 p. m. Sunday. Below 
is listed the schedule. 
FRIDAY 
5:00 Swingtime 
6:30 Club 600 
8:00 Concert Hall SATURDAY 
9:00 Hi-Way Reports 
9:15 Stardust OFF AIR 
111:00 Ne 
|ll:05 Night Beat 9:00 
1:00 Sign Off 
General Electric Company: 
Ceramic, electrical and mechanical engineering. 
! United States Bureau of Public Roads: 
Civil engineering. 
I—migration and Naturalization Services: 
All degrees. 
JAN. MAN. 8 
^ Monday—United States Patent Office. 
; Tuesday—Federal Communications Commission. 
j Wednesday—A. E. Staley Manufacturing Company. 
rsday—Carborundum Compar 
Friday—None scheduled. 
SUNDAY  thru  THURS. 
1:00   91 Hour Marathon 
2:00   Handel's Messiah 
4:30   91 Hour Marathon 
THE SHINING TOWER 
6 A. M. — 12 P. M. 
* FULL MEALS * CHARCOAL STEAKS 
* SANDWICHES * CURB  SERVICE 
* REAL FIT BAR-B-Q 
Clemson Highway - - Anderson, S. C. 
Thurs. a.m., 
Marathon Ends 
Merry Christmas 
Christmas Gifts — Bluebonnet Bowl T-Shirts, Tigers, 
$4.95, Belts and Ties, Clemson White Windbreakers. 
HOKE SLOAN 
LEGISLATURE 
(Continued from Page 1) 
I the Legislature with its first out- 
Iside financial support with a $200 
Icheci. 
Sword of the State, symbol 
ate power, was used for the 
time in a Student Legisla- 
assembly. Another rno—en- 
Itous "first" was had at this 
■year's assembly when special 
■lights recently installed in the 
■State House were turned on for 
■the first time. These lights win 
■bum only when the Senate is in 
|session in the future. 
assistance for the Legislature 
I was received from Lt. Governor 
iBurnet R. Maybank; Clerk of 
■Senate, Lovick Thomas; Clerk of 
•House, Inez Watson; and repre- 
Jsentatives Sidney Duncan and 
I Walton Greever. 
KGDL KROSSWORD No. 10 
ACROSS 
t. KM c: 
5. Birds in 
Bemsuin (TXT.) 
9. Therfs one for 
every he 
12. What you *re 
to Pop until 
yon work 
U. Wow's fcW 
15. -.-; -ii r-:-' ta 
Westerns 
IS. Enfjiah drink 
17. Angry kind of 
land 
'."-. They're — r«*»d 
by duel 
pe.-5-r-j. r.es 
20. Affected smile 
23. Tears for gras 
Junior Year 
in 
New York 
An unusual one-year 
college program 
Write for 
brochure in 
Prof. J. W. Ejerer 
WasiincUn ifmart 
CaOcf* 
S:» Y:** J->e-s't7 
Hew York 3, H.Y. 
24- Keedters 
25. Baa badenrd 
27. Tiny socialist 
28. 5'^ru.-:>r  
29. The doohickey 
on type like this 
32. Whose limbs are 
f?: As birds 
S3. ?_=c«s   EtfthaJ 
34. Bdoncint; to 
9 Across 
35. empire 
37. Kind of cry 
39. Yes from a 
Wave 
40. Make the next 
one a Eoot 
45. Start in service 
4£. With Koob, 
you're more 
 all day long 
47. It's for Art"a 
sake 
4& Latin version 
of 5 Don 
49. What ducks 
groir up to be 
DOWN 
1. SpringsviHe 
2. It's "perlite" 
to do this when 
you cut in 
3. This was the 
OSBg ■ ?.z~i 
4. A ?:t'= -- 
buiktinr. 
5. To be (French) 
6. A kind of creek 
■ esin 
-tttou: a w-rc 
8. White rain? 
9. Where inflation 
pays off 
10. What alibis and 
carries should 
do 
XL Members of the 
Lambs Crab? 
13. Makes like 
coffee 
19. Olive drabs, 
briefly 
20. Most of a spasm 
21. It plants 
bombs at sea 
22. Not the lile-of- 
tfae-party type 
25. Subjects of 
Pop's lecture 
30. Willie's pad 
■1   Kind ::' ■nodi 
carnage 
32. 3?i" BBS -te-i-. 
35. -House in Spain 
36. Old school items 
37. Bill O's last 
M 2 : ■ i 7 ; 1 [' •c 11 12 13 " - S " ■    " ■  = 19 
20 21 22 
"ARE YOU KQDL 
23 1 
24 ErJOUGH T 
KRACK THI! 
0 25 26 
27 ■ 28 
29 30 31 32 ■ 33 34 
35 36   1    ■;- 38 
39 1 i- 41 42 43     |44 45 46 47 i 48 B 1 
38. you 
i~iii.tt rl:•:.»? 
41. Girls' Friendly 
Society   abhrj 
42. Artide 
4-3. Half a pack 
of Koofc 
44. Edgar, Edwin; 
Edward 
When your-throat tells    )    g 
you fts time for a change,) 
you need 
a real change... 
YOU NEED THE 
oFKQDL 
Mii.0 wEKTHOt 
KIHG-SIZt 
sCcrp. |»,^ 
-Qgarettel 
Announcing 
a comprehensive 
Postgraduate 
Education Program 
for engineers, scientists 
and mathematicians 
Ever since the founding of the company some forty years ago, IBM 
has recognized education as an integral and continuing part of & 
professional person's life. Through formal educational programs within 
the company, and through affiliations with universities, it has long been 
possible for IBM employees to earn scholastic credits. Xow a compre- 
hensive Postgraduate Education Program, surpassing any previous 
program, has been initiated at IBM for plant and laboratory personnel. 
ADVANCED DEGREE 
A qualified engineer, scientist or 
mathematician, who has been with 
IBM at least a year, may compete for 
a fellowship or a scholarship in se- 
lected fields at the university which 
he believes offers the finest oppor- 
tunities for advanced study. All bene- 
fits that would normally accrue if the 
candidate were on active employ- 
UNIVERSITY PLAN 
ment will be retained. 
• Doctoral Felfoicships: Selected can- 
didates will receive full tuition, fees 
and regular salaries for fuD-time 
study up to three years. 
• Masters' Scholarships: Selected can- 
didates will receive full tuition, fee* 
and regular salaries for an academic 
year of full-time study. 
ADVANCED DEGREE ON-SITE PLAN 
A qualified engineer, scientist, or 
mathematician' may undertake part- 
time graduate studies at an IBM 
plant or laboratory, concurrent with 
active employment. 
• Hasten? Degrees: Candidates may 
complete their studies at company 
expense under various programs 
operated in conjunction with uni- 
versities near IBM facilities. 
ADVANCED STUDY PLAN (NONDEGREE) 
These studies offer continued edu- 
cational opportunity throughout a 
career at IBM. They are not generally 
degree-oriented. Given at or near 
IBM facilities, they are designed to 
help retain mastery over basic engi- 
neering, science, and mathematical 
subjects and to gain knowledge in 
advanced fields such as number 
theory, finite mathematics, magne- 
tism, solid state physics, and network 
analyses. 
For a descriptive folder about the new IBM 
Postgraduate Education Program, write to: 
MANAGER  OF  ENGINEERING  EDUCATION, 
DEFT. 843, IBM CORPORATION 
590 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y. IBM 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION. 
* 
